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Abstract
In principle, this thesis was going to be oriented to study “hedging strategies for a hydro
power producer in the Colombian wholesale market” where stochastic programming
would had been the central axis of the work. Even though, the dynamic regulatory
environment within the Colombian power industry undermined the idea.
Hence, and engaged in the seek for academic contributions committed with the national
development, I have particularly emphasized upon the flaws and features of the Colombian wholesale electricity market.
This thesis was thus oriented to give insights and solutions to particular economic issues
concerning the local wholesale electricity market. This endeavor resulted in a document
composed of diametrically opposite subjects which I strategically procured to frame
within the theory concerning the economics and planning of integrated power supply
systems.
Aligning this thesis with the objective of producing contributions worth of being
published by international scientific journals, the analysis and outcomes were summarized
in the form of academic papers which if not already published, are currently in their
corresponding process to be published. These papers are:
1. The strategic cost of hydroelectric resources.
2. Setting up standard power options to hedge price-quantity risks in a competitive
electricity market. The Colombian case.
3. Regulatory design and incentives for renewable energy.
4. A second thought about the Colombian wholesale electricity market.
Despite the emphasis made upon the national framework, the way some of these problems
were approached is not restrictive nor specific. Some of them allow the further extension
of the results obtained beyond national borders.
In general, the activities undertaken yield ideas and results which, if properly addressed
and implemented, could enhance the overall market performance of different competitive
market settings and particularly, the Colombian wholesale electricity market.
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Preface
This thesis has been submitted to the School of Engineering from Universidad de los
Andes at Bogotá D.C. - Colombia, and constitutes a partial fulfillment requirement for
the degree of philosophiae doctor in engineering.
Most of the work was prepared at the Department of Electric and Electronic Engineering
of the University. It was carried out from August 2007 to April 2011 with Professor
Angela Cadena as the main thesis advisor. The research activities were internally
co-supervised by Juan Benavides and Rafael Bautista, Associate Professors from the
Business School of the University.
An internship to the Department of Systems and Informatics Engineering at University
of Virginia from May to December 2009 was supervised by Alfredo García, Associate
Professor from this department.
An additional advanced international training program on management of hydro power
development and use was undertaken from May to June 2008 in Sweden, and from
January to February 2009 in Peru. The entire program was sponsored by the Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency SIDA and by Vattenfall AB.
The economic support necessary to undertake this thesis is acknowledged to the Grant
No. 417/2007 to incentive national doctoral studies afforded by COLCIENCIAS - The
Colombian Science Council. The final year was co-founded by Grupo de Investigación
y Estudios de Regulación Energética GIERE, the Research Group in Energy Policy and
Regulation from Universidad de los Andes, and by Vicedecanatura de Investigaciones y
Posgrado from the same University.
This research work spans a wide range of subjects. All of them are framed within the
theory concerning the economics and planning of power supply systems. Seeking for
academic contributions committed with the national development, a particular emphasis
has been made upon the flaws and features of the Colombian wholesale electricity market.
The document is divided in two parts. The first one introduces this document. In here, the
work developed is outlined, framed and further justified. The contributions made which
are summarized as academic papers are presented in the second part of the document as
they were sorted in the first one.
Aside from the academic, it is expected this document may inspire others to further
contribute committed with an altruistic will.
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General framework
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Introduction
The idea of pursuing this worthy endeavor was born upon my desire to fulfill my personal
knowledge needs. After my B.Sc. degree on Civil Engineering (2004) and my M.Sc.
degree in Water Resources Management (2007), I felt myself still eager to learn about
power system economics and planning. The limited opportunities I had to approach these
subjects through out my academic trajectory, encouraged me to take a closer look at them.
In 2007, aligning the availability of Professor Angela Cadena to give direction to my
personal will with the economic support provided by COLCIENCIAS, it seemed to be an
achievable goal.
In principle, the thesis was going to be oriented to study “hedging strategies for a hydro
power producer in the Colombian wholesale market” being stochastic programming the
central axis of the work to be undertaken. In fact, it was the Ph.D. research proposal
defended and approved by the corresponding jury in May 2009. Even though, the dynamic
regulatory environment within the Colombian power industry undermined this idea. This,
combined with the progressive adjustment of my personal interest from the engineering
to the applied economics issues, and the free rain the advisors of my work gave to
my volatility, allowed me diverge from the original initiative and span a wide range of
subjects. All of them framed within the theory concerning the economics and planning of
power supply systems.
In the seek for academic contributions committed with the national development, I
have particularly emphasized upon some flaws and features of the Colombian wholesale
electricity market. Despite this particular emphasis, the way most of these problems were
approached is not restrictive nor specific. In fact, some of them allow the further extension
of the results obtained beyond national borders.
In the following, I attempt to summarize four years of personal research activities in the
pursuance of this doctoral degree.1 All of them should be understood as joint efforts
considering the contributions made by advisors and co-workers properly identified when
necessary. Hence, the forms “I” and “my” will correspond to a mere academic formality
since individual contributions are not discernible.
The contributions from different authors not directly involved with this document will be
1

Some of the initiatives carried out along the Ph.D. program are not mentioned in this document since
no significant outcomes were obtained along their pursuance.
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referenced at the end of each chapter.

Motivation
The Colombian power industry is nowadays ranked within the international landscape as
a second-class mature market. It is placed right next to the electricity markets currently
in force in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Singapore. These markets are not as developed as
those in the Nordic countries, New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom, among others;
which are classified as first-class mature markets. Although, it can be perceived withing
the national industry scenario a positive commitment in the achievement of such level of
development.
Today and after 16 years of operation, it can be stated the Colombian power industry has
supplied a reliable service improving the overall market efficiency. Despite its success, a
thorough diagnosis evidenced market flaws, increased market power potential due to the
exacerbation of its hydro-dominated condition as well as biased behavior from different
institutions. Moreover, the efforts to approach and reach the status of a first-class mature
and competitive electricity market seem to be insufficient. Apparently, the customization
of international experiences (and suggestions) to the Colombian supply idiosyncrasies has
not been rigorously made which has yielded patches to be covered.
These situations have yielded inefficiencies deterring the adequate development of the
overall power industry which in turns, has direct consequences upon the economy of
the country and its further development. It boosts up the necessity of a deep tuning to
design institutions and schemes suited to the local conditions and end up with market
inefficiencies.
This situation has become my personal motivation to undertake the research activities
summarized in this document. As the Ph.D. program advanced, different issues
concerning the economics of the Colombian power system were identified. This endeavor
resulted in a document composed of diametrically opposite subjects which I specifically
procured to frame within the theory concerning the economics and planning of power
supply systems. The entire work was aligned with the objective of going one step forward
in the current state of the associated literature and produce academic contributions worth
of being published by international scientific journals.
Therefore, my research focuses on giving insights and solutions to different issues
necessary to overcome the national situation and finally contribute in the achievement of a
healthy power market institution. That is, a first-class mature market properly watched by
entities committed with the procurement of competitive environments under the national
bounds. To achieve so, four different subjects were independently addressed in the form
of academic papers. They will be properly identified in the following.
4

The papers in this thesis
Around two decades ago, the economic inefficiencies of the nowadays old fashioned state
owned and centrally operated setting in charge of power supply opened the door to its
international deregulating trend. As it is argued in (3), this turning point in the history of
the power industry gave place to different electricity market architectures framed between
two extremes; i.e., integrated and unbundled settings. These markets were intended to
guaranty the electricity supply ex-ante forecasted and further realized in a reliable, and
efficiently way from the economic perspective.
Both schemes rely upon the intervention of a System Operator (SO) and are aimed at
compensating in real-time, energy imbalances in the system. Their difference stems from
distinct solutions to the tradeoff between tighter coordination and greater reliance on
markets. Either way and despite the inherently incomplete and imperfectly competitive
features of electricity markets, the new trend envisioned a time-continuous cascade of
progressively approaching real time markets as a suited mechanism to gather together
enough power generation resources (and transmission capacity as well).
On one hand and as it is explained in (3), the simplest unbundled systems rely on a
sequence of separate (and sometimes, multiple competing) forward markets for energy,
transmission, and distribution, each priced separately. Here, each price is the one clearing
that specific market, and each participant schedules its resources to fulfill its sales or
purchases. This scheme is more decentralized since the SO’s responsibility, beyond
managing transmission, is to facilitate private markets.
On the other hand, integrated systems imitate vertically integrated operations inheriting
procedures from national monopolies. The broad authority regarding the technical control
of the system stability relies upon the SO who also supervises the successive progression
of cascading markets. Although not explicitly required in every architecture, from the
longer to the shorter term these markets are usually arranged in the following way: a
capacity adequacy market to incentive capacity installation; forward/futures markets to
offer either price or quantity hedging; day ahead markets giving place to commonly traded
products underlying the futures contracts; intra-day markets to allow producers a shortterm load dependent optimization of their generation; and finally, balancing and reserve
markets to enable the SO to purchase the products needed for compensating imbalances
between supply and demand.
Moreover, the characteristic feature of integrated schemes is a procedure to minimize
a measure of the costs of serving demand. These costs are declared by producers
which individually price their resources considering the system-wide power generation
opportunity costs. This cost is usually measured as shadow prices on system constraints.
It makes the costs of the system to dependent upon the technology share of the already
installed power generation park.
The specific aim of this thesis is to further develop the literature associated to different
planning and regulatory issues concerning the economics of those previously identified
5

as integrated power supply systems. With this idea in mind, the research activities here
undertaken are structured in the following way2 .

Paper I: The strategic cost of hydroelectric resources.
Previous works on the economics of deregulated hydro-thermal power supply systems
has cast aside the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources. The problem associated to
the pricing of power generating resources is particularly complex in hydro-dominated
systems and further exacerbated in oligopolistic market structures; e.g., Colombia,
Norway, Canada, Chile, New Zealand, among others.
The way managers use their knowledge about water levels in order to make production
decisions impact their market power potential and the market outcomes. Hence, the
precise and proper estimation of water opportunity costs in deregulated markets would
favor the achievement of efficient market prices, competitive strategies and water
management policies as well. Even though, most of the contributions regarding the
economics of hydro-thermal and hydro-dominated power markets are not framed within
this context and usually lack of an analytical and explicit interpretation of the strategic
cost of the hydroelectric resources.
Assuming a contribution can be made pricing this risk and more rational price-bids for
hydroelectric resources can be formulated, it is developed a dynamic hydro-dominated
oligopolistic modeling framework to discuss this rationality under the light of the strategic
cost of hydroelectric resources. That is, in the context of the short-term marginal
opportunity cost of storable electricity.
This criterion is built through the use of an indifference (risk-neutral) argument regarding
the expected profits associated to a particular production strategy. The result obtained
enables to define regulatory policies to mitigate the market power potential of oligopolistic
hydro-dominated producers, and to define socially optimum water allocation policies.
This development was successfully assessed using data from the Colombian power market
to run an informal check of the plausibility of the findings.
Research team: Professors Angela I. Cadena and Rafael Bautista coordinated and
oriented the work of the Ph.D. student Juan M. Alzate.
Research conditions: This research extended from January 2010 to March 2011.
Juan M. Alzate was founded along the first semester of 2010 by the Grant No. 417/2007
afforded by COLCIENCIAS. Henceforth, the student was co-founded by GIERE and
Vicedecanatura de Investigaciones y Posgrado from Universidad de los Andes.
Aim of the paper: (i) To price the risk assumed by hydro-dominated oligopolistic power
producers in liberalized but still integrated market settings; (ii) to embody in a single
2

Updated versions of the papers are piled together in the second part of this document.
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number the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources; (iii) to design suitable regulatory
instruments to drive the development of oligopolistic hydro-dominated power supply
markets and mitigate the market power potential. Finally, (iv) to characterize the behavior
of hydro-dominated power producers within the Colombian power market and give
insights regarding its market power potential.
General conclusion: It was constructed an explicit expression for the short-term marginal
opportunity costs of hydroelectric resources, which spring from the strategic behavior of
hydropower producing agents, in the aggregate. This development differs from previous
work, in the attempt to construct a criterion embodying in a single number the strategic
cost of hydropower production decisions. This criterion relies upon an indifference (and
risk-neutral) argument regarding the expected profits associated to a particular production
strategy. The plausibility of this construction is then assessed using the Colombian power
market as a working bench on which to verify the results.
The resulting expression involves market and weather expectations, and absorbs all agents
best responses through the careful definition of conditional cumulative distributions
hydropower supply, which we take as those actually given by market conditions. This
enables to discuss some features of the rationale behind electricity markets.
After the worldwide liberalization trend, the risk born by producers in hydro-dominated
power supply systems is directly affected by the time-variable cost of using the storable
hydroelectric resources. Once this strategic cost is made explicit, it sheds some new light
on the way managers use the knowledge they have about present and future water levels,
in order to make production decisions that impact their market power potential and the
market outcomes.
Contributions:
• To price the risk bore by oligopolistic hydro-dominated power producers in
competitive market settings.
• To develop a dynamic hydro-dominated oligopolistic modeling framework to
discuss the economic rationality of power systems by way of the strategic cost of
hydroelectric resources.
• To attemt to embody in a single number, the strategic cost of hydropower
production decisions. Beyond devising an explicit formula, an important part of
the contribution made is to provide a “proof of existence” by construction.
• To discuss the economic rationality of power systems under the light of the strategic
cost of hydroelectric resources.
• To disclose empirical evidence of the findings associated to this research using the
Colombian power market as a test bed.
Status: A preliminary version of the work was submitted and accepted to be presented
at the Conference on The Economics of Energy Markets - 2011. It will be held by the
7

institute d’économie industriele IDEI from the Tolouse School of Economics at Tolouse France in June 2011.
An enhanced version of the paper is planned to be submitted for consideration to one
of the following journals in the short term: Energy Economics, Journal of Regulatory
Economics or The Scandinavian Journal of Economics.

Paper II: Setting up standard power options to hedge price-quantity
risk in a competitive electricity market. The Colombian case.
Deregulation and the further introduction of competition into power systems gave rise
to different risks such as price risk, quantity risk, regulatory and market risks (among
others), which has had direct impact upon power producers. This situation brought with
it different opportunities to properly manage these new risks which constitutes one of the
successful elements of liberalized markets.
Power derivatives have appeared as a suitable solution to manage not institutional risks
but price and quantity risks. After all and as the lessons from financial markets suggest,
when well understood and properly employed, financial instruments are beneficial to the
sharing and controlling of undesired risks through properly structured hedging strategies.
Plenty of literature optimally addressing hedging strategies can be found; however, most
of them focus on a single dimension either price or quantity hedging. Taking advantage
of this fact and considering the scant literature dealing with simultaneous price-quantity
risk hedging strategies a contribution is expected to be done in this sense.
This paper applies the conceptual framework of (2) to hedge retailers against price and
quantity fluctuations in spot electricity markets, and extends it to power generators, in
order to design suitable power options with optimal strike prices from a market maker’s
perspective. These options are then used to hedge agents against price and quantity
fluctuations by maximizing a static expected utility problem. An infinite collection of
derivatives (“exotic option”) emerges as the solution of both price and quantity hedging.
This exotic option is approximated with a portfolio composed by bonds, forward/futures
contracts, put and call options, employing a plausible replicating strategy.
The theoretical framework is tested within the context of the Colombian power market,
and is applied to month-ahead and quarterly-ahead hedging during peak hours. The
proposal addresses major problems such as lack of liquidity and anonymity of the current
bilateral electricity trading scheme in Colombia.
Research team: Professors Angela I. Cadena and Juan M. Benavides coordinated and
oriented the work of Gabriel A. Vizcaíno and Juan M. Alzate.
Research conditions: This research extended from February 2008 to December 2010.
The paper includes significant outcomes obtained from the bachelor thesis (on electrical
8

engineering) and master thesis (on industrial engineering) of Gabriel A. Vizcaíno. Juan
M. Alzate guided and supported part of these developments.
Gabriel A. Vizcaíno received the economic support from the Inter-Faculty Research Fund
of Universidad de los Andes through out the development of the entire work; whereas
Juan M. Alzate was founded by the Grant No. 417/2007 afforded by COLCIENCIAS.
Aim of the paper: (i) To address the lack of liquidity and anonymity of the bilateral
electricity trading schemes currently in force in Colombia; (ii) to design financial
instruments offering simultaneous price-quantity hedging for both producers and retailers
actively participating in the wholesale electricity market; Finally, (iii) to adopt and
improve the theoretical formulation proposed by the authors of the original idea developed
in (2), and further apply the proposed solution to the Colombian case.
Other secondary aims motivated this research: (iv) to anticipate the impact the introduction of the Firm Energy Obligation call-option could have bending the utility function
of power producers immerse in the Colombian power market; and (v) to compare the
proposed instruments to the Colombian power market regulator proposal, i.e., MOR3 .
General conclusion: An electricity market of standardized derivatives would overcome
the lack of liquidity on the current bilateral contracting system in Colombia. It would
simultaneously solve the lack of anonymity by requiring the introduction of a clearing
house to manage such contractual relationships. Moreover, once consolidated the trading
scheme, these instruments could be further offered to the region once the physical
interconnection with other countries takes place.
It is worth of mention that the derivatives suggested with this proposal correspond to
plain vanilla options. This kind of instruments give added value to the market by
offering different hedging strategies, i.e., price-quantity hedging strategies, with simple
and understandable financial instruments.
Contributions:
• To propose an optimization procedure to find optimal optionsŠ strike prices to offer
price-quantity risk hedging in a power market by a market maker
• To develop a practical application framework to implement the static price-quantity
hedging proposed by (Oum et al. 2006) and further improved after the contribution
made
• To assess and verify the impacts of this development within the Colombian
wholesale electricity market framework
Status: A preliminary version of the work was presented at the 32nd IAEE International
Conference. Energy, Economy, Environment: The Global View. It was held in San
Francisco - CA in June 2009.
3

MOR, Spanish acronym for Mercado Organizado Regulado
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The final version of the paper was submitted for consideration to the Journal IEEE
Transactions on Power Systems and further accepted for publication. It is currently in
press under the Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TPWRS.2010.2089474.

Paper III: Regulatory design and incentives for renewable energy.
Increasing electric power production from renewable energy sources is now widely
perceived as a sensible goal for energy policy. Even though, the intermittent nature of
renewables, such as wind and solar, necessarily imposes complex trade-offs for regulatory
objectives, such as resource adequacy (and system reliability) versus GHG reductions.
In this paper it is developed a highly stylized model of investments in order to derive
insights regarding the workings of regulatory incentives for increased renewable energy.
It is first shown that incentives are indeed needed when there are significant economies of
scale in the form of “learning by doing” or alternatively, when there is excess capacity in
conventional technology due to legacy investments.
Two different regulatory schemes (feed-in tariffs and renewable portafolio standards)
aimed at increasing investment in renewable capacity were analyzed. As it will be
shown neither scheme is capable of inducing the socially optimal level of investment in
renewable capacity. A single feed-in tariff fails to induce optimal investment as a feed-in
tariff exceeding marginal costs of conventional technology incentivizes over-development
of the most attractive sites which preempts investment in less attractive, yet socially
valuable sites. A renewable portfolio standard that promotes increased investment in
renewable technology induces under-investment in the conventional technology.
The previously mentioned results suggest that a “clinical” regulatory design, that is, one
that promotes the right amount of renewable capacity without affecting conventional
capacity is a challenging proposition.
Research team: Professor Alfredo García coordinated and oriented the work of the Ph.D
student Juan M. Alzate. Later on, the Ph.D. student from the University of Virginia Jorge
I. Barrera joined the team to enrich its scope.
Research conditions: This research was undertaken along two different periods, the first
ranging March 2009 to December 2009 where the original idea was developed at the
Department of Systems and Informatics Engineering from University of Virginia. The
second part extends from August 2010 to March 2011 and includes the work of the Ph.D.
student from the aforementioned department, Jorge I. Barrera. Along this last period
the research activities undertaken were remotely (virtually) addressed between Bogotá,
Colombia - Charlottesville, VA.
Jorge I. Barrera received the economic support from the Department of Systems and
Informatics Engineering from the University of Virginia through out the development
of the entire work; whereas Juan M. Alzate was founded by the Grant No. 417/2007
afforded by COLCIENCIAS.
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Aim of the paper: (i) To assess the workings of regulatory incentives for increased
renewable energy in competitive electricity markets; (ii) to evaluate the effectiveness of
these mechanisms in the achievement of socially optimal capacity shares; (iii) as well
as the evaluation of these mechanisms in the presence of significant economies of scale,
capacity adequacy mechanisms, and learning by doing effects.
General conclusion: Incentives for increased investment in renewable technology may
only be needed if there are significant economies of scale in the form of “learning by
doing”. Interestingly, under-investment in renewable capacity may be further exacerbated
by excess capacity in conventional technology. This points to an inherent tension
between regulatory designs for resource adequacy (which mostly rely on conventional
technologies) and optimal investment in renewables.
In the end, it is demonstrated neither feed-in tariffs nor renewable portfolio standards are
capable of inducing the socially optimal level of investment in renewable capacity. These
insights suggest that regulatory interventions aimed at increasing renewable capacity
(either by feed-in tariffs or renewable portfolio standards) may be ineffective.
Contributions:
• To assess the necessity and the effectiveness of different regulatory mechanisms to
foster investments in renewable power generation technologies
• To estimate how deviated the outcome due the mechanisms tested are from the
socially optimal point; i.e., technology capacity share
Status: A preliminary version of the work was submitted, accepted and effectively
presented at the Conference on The Economics of Energy Markets - 2010. It was held
by the institute d’économie industriele IDEI from the Tolouse School of Economics at
Tolouse - France in January 2010.
The enhanced version of the paper including comments after the conference aforementioned was submitted for consideration to the Journal of Regulatory Economics on
February 2010. The document was rejected for publication on April 2010 and suggestions
from three different referees were received.
A (corrected) version of the paper was submitted again for consideration to the same
Journal on June 2010 but it was also declined on August 2010. The editor of the Journal
enabled a second submission after further enhancements.
A final version of the document was submitted for consideration to the same journal
on March 2011. No notice regarding the acceptance or rejection of the paper has been
announced so far.
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Paper IV: A second thought about the Colombian wholesale power
market.
After 16 years of operation, the Colombian electricity market has supplied a reliable
service while improving the overall market efficiency. Nonetheless, the regulator is keen
at changing the rules very often, the potential of market power exercise due to the hydrodominated nature of the market has increased and the contract and capacity adequacy
markets are very illiquid and incomplete.
In 2004, an independent assessment of the Colombiat’s scheme concluded that in spite
of the internal difficulties, it had been effective regarding its price, reliability and quality
outcomes (1). However, as the authors of the assessment highlight, there were major
problems legitimizing the whole system, implementing a sustainable (and fair) price
system, and improving the wholesale market framework as well as giving free rein to
developing the retail competition market. Moreover, it was highlighted the necessity of a
subsequent assessment to conclude about the suitability of deregulation.
This paper updates the prior assessment as well as the description available in the
academic literature about the Colombian wholesale electricity market currently in force.
It is re-built and re-assessed the history of events along the past and recent history of the
liberalized scheme to give insights about the necessity of a second reform to the wholesale
power market in Colombia and the orientation that should be given to it.
Research team: This paper was an initiative of Juan M. Alzate. Comments along its
development were received from Professors Angela I. Cadena and Juan M. Benavides.
The M.Sc. Alvaro Castro also supported the development of this endeavor. Secondary
suggestions were also received by the members of the team of Colinversiones S.A. E.S.P.
Research conditions: This endeavor compromises the outcomes of isolated research
activities ranging from January 2009 to March 2011.
Juan M. Alzate was founded until June 2010 by the Grant No. 417/2007 afforded by
COLCIENCIAS. Henceforth, the student was co-founded by GIERE and Vicedecanatura
de Investigaciones y Posgrado from Universidad de los Andes.
Aim of the paper: (i) to update the academic literature about the Colombian wholesale
electricity market; (ii) to discuss the Colombian power market history and major
milestones after its deregulation; (iii) to identify local market flaws and potential solutions
to them. Finally, (iv) to give insights about the need of a second wholesale power market
reform in Colombia and the orientation that should be given to it.
General conclusion: Until today, the power market arrangement has proven effective to
deliver a reliable service; however, the assessment made evidences flaws and shortcomings. The diagnosis suggests institutional tinkering by the regulator, increased market
power potential due to the hydro-dominated nature of the market and incompleteness in
the contract and capacity adequacy markets.
Apparently, the customization of international experiences (and suggestions) to the
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Colombian supply idiosyncrasies has not been rigorously made which has yielded patches
to be covered. It boosts up the necessity of a deep tuning to design institutions and
schemes suited to the local conditions and end up with market inefficiencies.
It might also be stated that a profound reform to the Colombian power market architecture
in the short-term would be precocious and irresponsible. It is rather recommended to
mend the existent architecture and start to prepare it for a second reform once the new
technological wave hits its foundations as it is expected after the harmonization of the
smart grids technologies to the power market environments.
Contributions:
• To discuss the Colombian power market history, the architecture milestones after
deregulation and the consequences
• To undertake a deep diagnosis of the current status of the Colombian wholesale
electricity market
• To give insights about the need of a second wholesale power market reform in
Colombia and the orientation that should be given to it
Status: A preliminary version of the work was presented at V SISEE - Seminário
Internacional do Setor de Energia Elétrica: Integração com Energia Renovável. It was
held by the Grupo de Estudios do Sector Elétrico, GESEL at Universidade Federal do Rio
de Janeiro, UFRJ at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in August 2010.
Part of the developments undertaken as an independent consultancy financed by COLINVERSIONES S.A. E.S.P. was published on February 2011 as a book under the title
“Evaluación de las medidas del gobierno y la CREG en el Mercado Mayorista de
Electricidad durante 2009-2010 y propuestas para fortalecer el mercado eléctrico y
construir confianza”. This book is co-authored by Professors Juan M. Benavides and
Rafael Bautista and by the Ph.D. student Juan M. Alzate. Comments from Professor
Angela I. Cadena and the Ph.D. student Yeny Rodriguez from the Business School of
Universidad de los Andes are acknowledged in the document.
A final version of the paper was submitted for consideration to the journal Energy Policy
on April 1st 2011. No notice regarding the acceptance or rejection of the paper has been
announced so far.
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Chapter 1
The strategic cost of hydroelectric
resources
Joint work with Bautista, R. and Cadena, A.I.
In liberalized hydro-dominated power supply systems, the way managers use the knowledge they have
about water levels in order to make production decisions impacts both their market power potential and
the market outcomes. Assuming that the corresponding risk can be priced, we develop a dynamic hydrodominated oligopolistic modeling framework to discuss the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources, in
the context of the short-term marginal opportunity cost of storable electricity. As our contribution over
previous approaches we construct a criterion embodying in a single number the strategic cost of hydropower
production decisions. This criterion is built through the use of an indifference (risk-neutral) argument
regarding the expected profits associated to a particular production strategy. Our result enables us to define
regulatory policies to mitigate the market power potential of oligopolistic hydro-dominated producers, and
to define socially optimum water allocation policies. We use data from the Colombian power market to run
an informal check of the plausibility of our findings.

Introduction
It seems well established wisdom that the rationale of oligopolistic power producers is
driven by price risk exposition and by changes in the slope of the residual load they
serve (7). These two overarching causes are nevertheless composed of more specific
ones. In the case of hydro-dominated power systems, it is important to clarify how
managers use the knowledge they have about water levels in order to make production
decisions. In this work we assume that this is an important contributor to price risk in the
system. There may be several channels through which this problem can be approached.
In particular, in this paper we construct a criterion that embodies in a single number the
strategic cost of hydropower production decisions. To our knowledge, previous work on
the economics of deregulated hydro-thermal power supply systems has not dealt with the
specific computation of the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources. Here we develop a
dynamic hydro-dominated, oligopolistic framework and use it to discuss the rationale that
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underlies electricity markets, within the context of the short-term marginal opportunity
cost of storable hydroelectric resources. We explicitly build this framework in terms of
market and the short-term weather expectations, as well as the market power potential.
Decades ago, the industry focused mainly in estimating water costs, but since then the
main object of concern has evolved, following changes in regulation (9), (10). By the
1950’s hydro-thermal systems grew complex and the integrated/centralized state owned
model -worldwide adopted- was facing a resource allocation problem: To maximize
the expected utilities subject to uncertainties, e.g. water inflows, electricity demands,
transmission constraints, among others. There were trade-offs between hydro and thermal
generation costs to be optimized in short-term planning horizons and in this pure resource
management problem investment costs played no relevant role. Hence, water and
electricity shadow prices as well as reservoir and turbine efficiency rates became the
object of attention.
In the late 1980’s water allocation strategies were further enhanced exploiting computational developments. The initial emphasis in shadow prices yielded to interest in
marginal hydroelectricity production costs from Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming
formulations. Nowadays, Brazil follows a centrally operated model using an improved
SDDP formulation and there is a Scandinavian reciprocal model,1 though it is not used
for scheduling purposes.
Technological changes in the early 1990’s quickened the liberalization pace within the
industry. The capital intensity of the industry led to concentrated markets, which
motivated market power assessments by the regulators, specifically in hydro-dominated
systems, where the problem has been further exacerbated. Producers engaged in setting
up bidding strategies in pool-based markets, while market regulators sough to create
competitive environments.
Afterwards, the technological differences became a deep concern, due to issues of their
complementarities as well as the reliability of power supply systems without a centralized
coordination. The situation got worse with the emergence of intermittent renewable
resources hard to forecast. In fact, the coordination of these new resources will become a
harder task to undertake if expected technological changes like smart-grids become part
of the market environment, leading thus to their participation in the system of distributed
generation.
Two decades after the liberalization trend started, the relative benefits of competition and
coordination in power supply systems are still questioned. Due to market architectures
that are unbundled and competitive, the concept of integrated water cost is being replaced
by one of short-term marginal cost (2), (10). Water costs are benchmarked to the price
of the fuels powering its thermal competitors as shadow prices; the short-term water
opportunity costs incorporate this information, as well as the uncertainty of demand and
water inflows, into the price-bid structure and the shape of the load individually served by
1

It is a power-market model, the EMPS1 (EFI’s Multi-area Power-market Simulator).
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producers2 (7). Therefore, the cost of water is no longer viewed as a variable production
cost, declared to a centrally managed system, but rather as a cost of the strategic resource
to be internally assessed.
In this paper we argue that in a price-bid structure the opportunity cost of the hydroelectric
resources is also priced. This cost depends on the market power potential and on local
market architecture customizations.
In the following, we present a brief literature review on the subject. Then, the proposed
model is described to further derive an explicit expression for the strategic cost of
hydroelectric resources in competitive power markets following an indifferent strategy
argument. Afterwards, we show evidence that supports the existence of the priced
opportunity cost using market data from the Colombian power market. Finally, we discuss
some implications of the concept of strategic cost for the socially optimal outcome and
end up drawing some conclusions and propose some ideas regarding further work.

Literature review
The precise and proper estimation of water opportunity costs in deregulated markets
would favor the achievement of efficient market prices, competitive strategies and water
management policies as well. Nevertheless, most of the contributions regarding the
economics of hydro-thermal and hydro-dominated power markets are not framed within
this context3 and usually lack an analytical and explicit interpretation of the strategic cost
of the hydroelectric resources.
Crampes and Moreaux developed a simplified dynamic model where hydro and thermal
resources compete (7). Their formulation describes in analytical and geometrical ways
optimal resource allocation policies and market price levels under alternative market
architecture assumptions. The economic rationality of the model is supported on the
shadow prices of the scarce resource (water balance constraint). In fact, the authors state
the value of water arises from its scarcity as compared to the needs in successive time
periods.
The approaches developed afterwards successfully overcame the static nature of the
models describing the economics of hydropower markets and incorporated the intrinsic
dynamism of the hydro technologies into the modeling framework. These contributions
still lacked the means to explicitly model the water opportunity costs in deregulated
markets; however, most of them point out the relevance of this concept.
2

As it is also explained in Hansen (2009), the demand faced by a firm with market power does not
depend solely on consumer demand, but also on the supply of its competitors which further depends on
production technologies and other constraints such as bottlenecks in the transmission network.
3
The idea of a water market parallel to the power market to properly price the resource in hydrodominated systems have been suggested as a remedy (2). However, it remains an unpopular idea in a
very reluctant institutional environment.
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Ambec and Doucet developed a dynamic model to quantify the impact on welfare before
and after the introduction of competition (2). Their formulation falls short of describing
the strategic value of water, but they underscore its close interrelationship with the power
market architecture. As they explain, welfare losses induced by biased water management
policies may be counteracted by both institutional settings.4 Moreover, they specify the
suitability of either scheme depends upon the topology of the system.
Førsund in (4) follows an approach close to that developed by (7). The author assesses the
market power potential of hydro-dominated monopolists supported on demand functions
perfectly known by the producer and engages in deriving outcomes after considering
different alternatives e.g. inter-regional trade, reservoir constraints, a competitive thermal
fringe. As it is stated by Førsund, the relevant variable to measure the existence of market
power from hydropower producers is the opportunity cost of water; however, it is only
highlighted as an important though not directly observable variable. The author associates
the water value with the shadow price of a resource constraint as it is done in (7). However,
the strategic value of water is not explicitly summarized in a single variable.
Hansen discusses how the costs structure of the marginal supply, as well as inflow
uncertainties, influence the behavior of firms with market power (7). This article
presents an approach to how the qualitative and quantitative features of market power in
hydro-dominated markets depend on the characteristics of the residual demand faced by
individual firms. However, there is no explicit construction of a valuation formula for the
cost of using the water use of the resource may have significant, short-term consequences.
Garcia, Campos-Nañez, & Reitzes in (6) (see also (5)) came close to the idea of
incorporating what they call the “strategic value” of water into price-bidding strategies
of an infinite-horizon oligopoly model. They built upon an indifference price approach
where the producer is indifferent between producing power with its water resources
and holding onto those resources for the future. Their findings, despite symmetrical
assumptions, characterize a Markov Perfect Equilibrium and give valuable insights for
regulatory policy in hydro-dominated systems. They rely on a still general (stream of
payoffs) functional form to describe the strategic value of water. It depends upon the
states of own and competing water reservoirs after following a particular strategy.

The model
We propose a three-date, two-period model. At the beginning of the first period (τ = 1)
the agents learn what the state of nature (the weather) will be during the period. The
states could be either rain or no-rain. This knowledge, together with any other ancillary
information about competitors, is enough for the oligopoly to choose its bid for the
period. The future state of nature (time period τ + 1) is nevertheless uncertain, with
4

A centralized monopoly would minimize the effects of suboptimal water allocation policies, whereas a
competitive market environment would minimize the potential for market power.
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the states of rain and no-rain having objective probabilities 1 − θτ and θτ , respectively.
Such probabilities are common knowledge, since all agents in this market have access to
the same data.
The use of conditional sets of historic weather registries of the number of dry and wet days
produces something akin to an “objective” binomial probability distribution, about which
al agents may construct a common belief. From this fact they may agree, for instance,
on defining θτ as the relative frequency of dry days in a season-adjusted moving window
historic sample. This procedure avoids in large measure some of the more troubling
assumptions made in the rational expectations frame.
Power supply is represented by an oligopoly of large producers holding a portfolio of
hydro (h) and thermal (t) power generation assets. In this model the oligopoly is assumed
to be hydro-dominated. There may be also other fringe competitors, of comparatively
smaller scale and diversified power production assets.
It is assumed that there is a wholesale day-ahead spot market where producers individually
bid their resources to meet an inelastic system load. The oligopoly supplies a residual load
share assuming that the strategy followed by its competitors is perfectly known. This load
share is assumed to be constant: Dτ = D, for all τ .
The final sale spot price is found once a uniform-price auction is cleared, at the end of
each period. The prices are directly affected by the strategy followed by the oligopolistic
power producers, i.e., their choice of technological production share. Once the prices are
known, delivery is assumed to be immediate.
The oligopoly may produce an amount qτh of hydroelectricity with corresponding
subjectively assessed strategic cost of opportunity ντh . This cost accounts for the value of
the forgone opportunity of using the storable resource once released, and will be affected
by market customizations (in this case a pool-based spot market), by the expectations
about inflow realizations, competitors’ behavior, and the market power exerted after
following the particular strategy qτh . By “market power”, we understand the ability of
the power producer to effect the distribution of the final sale price.
Consider an oligopolistic player that owns a water reservoir with maximum storage
capacity δ, which is currently holding an amount of hydroelectricity δτ ≤ δ. By
convention, this is the amount of energy equivalent to the water level in the reservoir
at the beginning of time interval τ . Uncertain water inflows during previous periods of
time (aτ −1 ) produce a cumulative distribution function F [δτ ] such that 1 − F (δ) = 0.
During the time interval τ there may also be spillovers sτ , that can be calculated from the
balance equation
(1.1)
sτ = max{0, δτ + aτ − δ}
Hydroelectricity production is constrained either by the maximum turbine output capacity
β, or by the amount of water δτ . Hence, the decision and the actual production of
hydropower will take place at the end of interval τ . The amount produced is given by
qτh = wτ min{δτ , β}
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(1.2)

Where wτ ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to the manager’s production decision at τ . Therefore, the
water/energy balance at the beginning of interval τ + 1 will be,
δτ +1 = δτ + aτ − sτ − qτh

(1.3)

The oligopoly may also produce an amount
qτt ≤ min{α, D − qτh }

(1.4)

of thermal electricity with corresponding variable production cost ντt . Assuming that
producers enter into fuel supply forward contracts, this cost is taken to be certain in
the short run.5 With this proviso, and with no loss of generality, the time period subindex will be dropped from this cost. Parameter α is the maximum thermal electricity
production given the installed capacity. In what follows it will be assumed that costs and
toil of turning on and off make it unprofitable to operate the thermoelectric plant unless
constraint 1.4 is binding. Representing with β the maximum hydropower production
capacity, the hydro-dominance of the oligopoly means that β > α. For the remainder of
this paper the relationship
D ≤α+β
(1.5)
is assumed to hold. This condition is useful, since equations 1.2 and 1.4 give the
appearance that thermoelectric production is marginal, once the choice has been made
about how much water to draw. The combination of hydro-dominance and some
overcapacity allows for the alternative decision process just as well.
Any deficit is given by ξτ = max{0, D − qτh − qτt }. This, as well as any production
overhang, has to be bought or sold at spot prices. Note that, since we assume that any
deficit is bought and sold at the same spot price, there is no net financial effect from this
operation.
The design of a strategy starts with the monopolistic producer bidding its resources at
the beginning of time interval τ expecting a market realization price p∗τ . Nevertheless,
on delivery the actual market outcome pτ may be different. His oligopoly market
power resides in the fact that he can narrow the dispersion of the pτ distribution
about his expected price p∗τ , which may be computed from some previously determined
procedure; for instance, a procedure that uses as its input information about weather
related probabilities and a chosen set of historic prices.
The (risk-neutral) utility of the particular strategy will be the two-period total profit
associated to a fully speculative (ντh = 0) strategy wτ . We shall limit ourselves to the
case when δτ ≤ β. Under those conditions, the total expected income for the two periods
may be written as follows:
Π(wτ ) = Πτ + Πτ +1 = [wτ βpτ + qτt (pτ − ντt )] + E[Qτ +1 pτ +1 − ν t qτt +1 ]
5

(1.6)

It might of course be subjected to uncertainties different from the rain and no-rain scenarios, such as
fluctuations in the international price of crude oil.
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In this model, any profits come only from the electricity trade in the spot market. Qτ +1
denotes the total power produced and E[·] stands for the expectation operator over future
income. For the sake of simplicity, no bilateral contract market is considered and the
discount rate for all cash flows is set at zero. The power producers are assumed to be
short-term utility maximizers, therefore the set of optimal strategies excludes cases with
zero total power production for any single period.
It is worth noting that total first period production Qτ is not necessarily equal to D. In
particular, the underlying rationale for any decision of rather producing less than the target
demand is because it is believed that, by doing so, market power will bring a higher
revenue during the second period that will more than compensate for the revenue lost in
the initial move.6
If the oligopoly adopts a particular production strategy in period τ , to be followed by a
second, coordinated move at τ + 1, then it must be expected that the distribution of price
at the latter date is going to be effected by the chosen strategy. What sort of conditions
should be met by the preferred strategy? Let’s consider two reference strategies, A and B,
that correspond to the extreme strategies wτA = 1 and wτB = 0, respectively. Given that the
state of nature in period τ + 1 is still unknown, strategy A may be deemed a speculative
one. On the other hand, B could be characterized as too conservative. In either case, the
first move does not fully condition the decisions to be made for the second. Nevertheless,
if the decision is A, then the hydropower turbine is fully at work, and in the case of no
oversupply qτtA = D − β. If B is the choice, then the producer will limit himself to
maximize its revenue given the choice, therefore qτtB = α.
By choosing B the producer believes that the next period will be dry. It also believes that
his decision brings about present revenue sufficiently high to sustain a deferment of part
of his hydro production until the next period. B will turn out to be dominant as long as
ΠB ≥ ΠA . The application of 1.6 to this condition yields the inequality:
t
A
B
αpB
≥ DpA
τ
τ + (α + β − D)ν + Πτ +1 − Πτ +1

(1.7)

A
Inequality 1.7 corresponds to a linear constraint of the form pB
τ = m · pτ + b, which is
shown in Figure 1.1. The shaded area demarks the ΠB > ΠA feasibility set. Depending
on the market architecture, the depicted plane may be bounded by price caps.7

From 1.7 it can be seen that the slope m is greater than 1, and will be defined by the
demand to thermal power production ratio. On the other hand, the intercept b may take
either positive or negative values, pending on the net income difference between strategies
A and B at τ + 1.
The two graphs in Figure 1.1 show the feasibility sets for b < 0 and b ≥ 0, respectively.
B
The reference line pA
τ = pτ corresponds to the case when the producer has no oligopoly
power and therefore the market is not influenced by its individual actions. When b < 0,
6

(7) offers a particular rationale for this belief.
At the other end, the origin in these graphs is not (0, 0). Instead, the origin in both graphs is set at the
minimum price at which the producer is willing to place a bid, regardless of strategy.
7
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Figure 1.1: ΠB > ΠA feasibility set.
the ΠB > ΠA feasibility zone extends even to points where the oligopolistic producer may
afford first period prices below the reference line. In the same way, the non shaded regions
are the feasibility sets to the alternative of choosing A when there is the belief that ΠA >
ΠB . Notice that the condition for B to be dominant is ever less likely as b grows larger.
Less likely in the sense that all prices are subject to some probability distribution with
finite tails, due to regulatory price bounds. Since b essentially summarizes the secondperiod advantage (disadvantage) of A over B, it is then tying the overall feasibility of the
strategy to what its final result may be. It is useful to take a closer at the implications of
equation 1.6.
In financial theory, any rational type of expectations about a risky future must be
represented through a probability distribution that, at the moment of decision making,
is what best summarizes whatever incomplete knowledge the decision makers have about
future conditions. Inevitably, such summary includes a lot of guesswork that render the
chosen distribution as a mere “belief”. So far, the appearance of an expectation E[·] in
equation 1.6 has been mentioned only in rather vague terms. This operator is actually the
composition of a discrete binomial distribution, corresponding to the future weather states
of either “rain” or “no-rain”, plus a continuous distribution of prices, conditional on the
particular state of the weather. In more explicit terms
E[x] ≡ θE[x] + (1 − θ)E[θ]

(1.8)

Where E is defined over a distribution conditional on the no-rain state. E is conditional
on the alternative state of rain. These distributions represent beliefs at some moment τ .
Presumably these conditional distributions may be obtained from historical data, as the
best belief in the present context is that which projects the future as an extension of the
past.
Once the terms of equation 1.6 are established, the question that it poses is whether there
are nontrivial strategies, i.e. where 0 < wτ < 1, that lead to an overall maximum for
Π(wτ ).
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The strategic cost of hydroelectric resources
We proceed next to derive a simplified expression for the strategic cost of the hydroelectric
resources ντh , in the way an oligopolistic hydro-dominated power producer could perceive
it. To achieve this end, we rely upon an indifference strategy argument. That is, a
risk-neutral strategy for an oligopolistic power producer in terms of the expected profit
minus an internally assigned cost. This is the short-term certainty equivalent cost of the
hydroelectric resources.
Consider now a strategy wτ ∈ (0, 1), which is midway between the previously defined
benchmarks A and B. To determine ντh , we equate the profit of this strategy wτ when no
hydroelectric production costs are perceived, as it was previously defined in 1.6, to the
profit derived in the case when ντh > 0.
Let ΠN (wτ ) be the expected utility from a strategy such as the one described by equation
1.6. The expectation is to be taken over the distribution of p∗τ +1 resulting from assuming a
world where there are no strategic costs to the use of water. This expectation is represented
by the operator E0 [·]. Let ΠC (wτ ) be the expected utility, corresponding to the same
production decision wτ , but assuming that there is an implied cost ντh to the resource.
This expectation is represented by the operator E> [·]. The assumption here is that the
resulting distribution of final prices, when agents act as if there were no strategic costs to
the use water, is not necessarily the same as the one that would result from some or all
agents acting as if the use of the resource implied such costs. Notice that for the latter
to be the case it is not necessary that the agents are themselves aware of their actions as
being driven by the explicit knowledge of a valued cost.
These expected utilities are then computed over different distribution functions. For
instance, if the monopoly makes production decisions as if there were no implied costs in
the use of the hydroelectric resource, it follows that:
ΠN (wτ ) = (wτ β + α)pτ − αντt + E0 [Qτ +1 pτ +1 ] − E0 [qτt +1 ]ντt +1

(1.9)

where Qτ +1 = qτh+1 + qτt +1 . Note that the value given in 1.9 must be seen as a certainty
equivalent. This statement is to be understood in the following sense: under the “business
as usual” assumption of zero cost of water, agents responses are adjusted - given all they
know about other agents plus their own private information - so that the overall result is
a known lottery (distribution), such as E0 [·]. The introduction of a cost of water exposes
all players to a different - perhaps less understood - lottery E> [·]. Since this cost would
presumably arise from purely strategic behavior, agents will not be willing to assign a
price to it larger than that which will produce the same utility as the certainty equivalent.
The implied costs of the hydroelectric resources are then defined to be the set {ντh } that
would make the monopolist indifferent between the two types of expectations:
ΠN (wτ ) = ΠC (wτ )
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(1.10)

From 1.7 - 1.9 it can be shown that ντh satisfies the following recurrence formula:
wτ βντh = {E> [Qτ +1 pτ +1 ] − E0 [Qτ +1 pτ +1 ]} + {E0 [qτt +1 ]ντt +1 − E> [qτt +1 ]ντt +1 }
−E> [qτh+1 ]ντh+1
(1.11)
Notice first the mean reverting character of this recurrence formula. The left-hand-side
of the equation is the strategic cost of water due to the hydropower production decision8
at the beginning of period τ . On the right-hand-side, the last term counterbalances the
effects of the decision made; if the initial decision implied a tight use of the resource, i.e.,
a high implied strategic cost, then it is expected that in the following period there will be
an important release of the resource, which would make for a negligible, or even negative,
associated cost.
The influence on 1.11 of the storage-flow formulas given by equations 1.1 through 1.4 is
not at first glance obvious. Nevertheless, straightforward applications of 1.11 in idealized
situations show that if the producer has considerable water regulation capacity9 , reservoir
levels are not too relevant for his strategic valuation of the hydroelectric resource. On
the other hand, a run-of-the-river producer will be affected by the water inflows and the
reservoir levels after following a specific production strategy.
To further clarify the meaning of equation (10), it is useful to rewrite it thus:

 

wτ βντh = Qτ +1 pτ +1 − qτt +1 ντt +1 − qτh+1 ντh+1 − Qτ +1 pτ +1 − qτt +1 ντt +1

(1.12)

In this rearrangement, the first and second terms of the right-hand-side may be read as
expected revenue net of production costs for each case. Notice that under E0 [·], the
presumed cost of the hydroelectric resource is zero. The difference between these two
quantities represents a “margin” (which could be either positive or negative), that will
result from the particular production decision, but under different assumptions about the
cost of water. Assume that this margin is positive. Then it could happen that the cost
of use of the resource in the following period will also be positive. Several successive
periods with positive costs of the resource may be characterized as a situation of crisis
management. The intuition that conveys this formula becomes then immediate: under
conditions of scarcity, the producer estimates that constantly acting as if the water had an
intrinsic cost of use will bring in higher expected net revenue. There is then agreement
between 1.12 and common wisdom: in hydro-dominated markets, the strategic cost of the
hydroelectric resources will take high positive values during dry hydrological seasons,
and low values during wet periods.10 The degree of uncertainty in the weather forecast
will impact the perceived value of the resource today. Taking clues from this general
8

That is meant to be a part of some strategy.
We refer to the water regulation capacity of a hydroelectricity power producer as the ability to shift
water from one time period to the other. It depends upon both its water storage capacity and its turbine
output capacity. Henceforth it will be associated to the ratio δ/β.
10
This might not be the case when there is a smaller competitor counteracting the actions of the
oligopolistic producer, as it was demonstrated in (6). In this case, the strategic value of water may be
positive and high, even when there is excess of hydroelectric supply, depending upon the water discharge
policy followed by the part counteracting the oligopoly.
9
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intuition, in the next section we proceed to check what the recurrence relation 1.11 can
tell, using data from the Colombian power market.

Evidence from the Colombian power market
In this section, we use the historic data from the Colombian power market as a laboratory
to display graphical evidence of the relevance of equation 1.11. We begin by developing a
proxy approach supported on backward induction, as dictated by relation 1.11, to estimate
a proxy for the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources in Colombia. Then, we present
graphical results evidencing hydro-dominated oligopolistic behavior within the market
environment.
Before 1995, the electricity in Colombia was supplied following a vertically integrated
architecture. A centralized state owned enterprise minimized variable costs of production
declared by power producers. The economic inefficiencies of that scheme opened the door
to the deregulation trend then sweeping the international power markets.11 This reform
was aimed at overcoming the following market inefficiencies: (i) the misleading power
generation costs declared by power producers (mostly hydro); (ii) two major national
blackouts in 1983 and between 1992 and 1993 due to inefficient water management
policies from the central coordinator; and finally, (iii) the public finance constraints
threatening the capacity headroom of the overall system. Hence, the previous centralized
scheme was transformed into an unbundled/decentralized architecture, and the injection
of private capital was allowed across most levels of the supply chain. The reform set
a competitive market environment for wholesale power producers, which was further
extended to power retailers. Power transmission and distribution remained regulated as
natural monopolies given their network economies.
From its origin, a neutral regulatory policy regarding the technological preferences of
the system has driven the capacity expansion of the national interconnected system;
however, the large hydrologic resources within the national territory have favored a state
of hydro-dominated power generation. This particular feature has exposed the power
supply system to abnormal dry events like the ENSO.12 This hydro-dominated feature
of the park, combined with the capital structure of the power generation business, lead
to an oligopolistic market structure in Colombia. Recent estimations of the HerfindahlHirschman Index13 calculated as the market share of the (monthly) aggregated power
generation in Colombia, show the index usually takes values between 1500 and 1600.
However, it may oscillate between 1200 during extreme dry events and 1800 during
abnormally wet seasons. This evidences not only a concentrated power generation market
11

See (1) for further details.
ENSO is the acronym for El Niño-Southern Oscillation.
13
It is a widely accepted indicator of market concentration taking into account the relative size and
distribution of companies in a market.
See http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/testimony/hhi.htm
12
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but also an increased market power potential whenever there is excess of hydroelectricity
supply.
Nowadays, four submarkets compose the Colombian electricity market: the day-ahead
market, the bilateral (tailor-made and OTC) contract market, the ancillary services market,
and finally, the capacity adequacy market, updated in December 2006. This last market
was originally an administrated mechanism remunerating the installed capacity of power
producers. That mechanism proved to entail some perverse incentives; therefore it was
replaced by a market based mechanism that remunerates instead Firm Energy Obligations
(FEOs). To estimate the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources in Colombia, we rely
upon expression 1.11 and follow a backward induction proxy approach. We begin at a
point where the hydrologic scenario guarantees excess of hydroelectric supply. We then
proceed to take this point as the reference level, i.e. ν h = 0. The chosen point lies within
the severest time interval of the most recent La Niña event, in December 2010. Then, the
series followed by ν h was estimated by backwardly replacing the remaining terms in 1.11
with their corresponding proxies.
In expression 1.11 we use the hydroelectric production of the aggregated market as a
proxy for wτ β; while for E> [Qτ +1 pτ +1 ] it is used the expected revenue earned after
the strategy actually followed by the aggregated market. That is, under the assumption
that hydroelectric power producers in Colombia behave as an oligopoly that effectively
perceive a strategic cost for the storable resource.
The proxy used for E0 [Qτ pτ ] is harder to estimate. We used the average revenue in
the last event when it was perceived excess of hydroelectric supply by producers. The
decision as to when to declare an “excess” of hydro power supply is somewhat arbitrary,
but inspection of the empirical cumulative probability distribution of the hydroelectric
production share indicates this threshold should be at about 85% of the system load
(see Figures 1.4 and 1.5 in the appendix). Similar approaches were followed to derive
the proxy for the terms E> [qτt +1 ] and E0 [qτt ]. In the first case, it is used the expected
production associated to the thermoelectric production after the strategy actually followed
by the aggregated market. In the other case, the inspection of the empirical probability
distribution of the thermal production share (see Figure 1.6 in the appendix), suggests the
thermoelectric threshold should be 20%.
The result of the procedure just described is presented in Figure 1.2.14 It displays the
evolution of electricity spot prices in Colombia (continuous black line) and the impact the
ENSO events15 had on it.
It is also depicted in Figure 1.2 the proxy for the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources in
Colombia. Starting from ν h = 0 in December 2010, its value was backwardly induced as
explained above. Notice the way its value significantly increases along extreme dry events
14

The trajectories sketched in Figure 1.2 correspond to weekly moving average values in order to avoid
unnecessary noise.
15
Simultaneously to the ENSO 2009-2010 event, frequent and heavy regulatory interventions altered the
normal trajectory of the market signal throughout this time interval. See (1) for further details.
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market environment consider the following. The daily load profile
inJul08
Colombia
is mainly
driven by the residential sector; it presents its peak profile between the hours 18 and
20. The electricity demands during this time period tend to be relatively inelastic in the
short-term, compared to off-peak periods. The upper graph in Figure 1.3 sketches the
median, lower and upper quartiles for the variable. In the same fashion, the hydroelectric
production from two anonymous generators A and B are depicted in the middle and
lower graphs. These power plants belong to different owners holding significant shares of
installed capacity in the Colombian power generation park. Even when producer B holds
about half the installed power capacity of producer A, its water regulation capacity ratio
is about a hundred times greater than that of producer A.
As it can be observed in Figure 1.3, producer B tends to shift the storable hydroelectric
resources according to its strategic water valuation from relatively inelastic demand
periods to relatively elastic ones. On the contrary, given its technological features, it is not
profitable for the run-of-the-river producer A, to follow the same strategy. This evidences
hydro-dominated oligopolistic power producers in the Colombian power market tend to
shift the storable hydroelectric resource according to its strategic water valuation from
relatively inelastic demand periods to relatively elastic ones.

Conclusions and future work
Deregulation of the hydro-thermal power markets substituted the concept of shortterm marginal opportunity costs of water for the earlier of variable cost of producing
hydroelectricity. In this paper we attempt to construct an explicit expression for such
marginal short-term opportunity costs, which spring from the strategic behavior of
hydropower producing agents, in the aggregate. Our contribution differs from previous
work, in the attempt we make to construct a criterion embodying in a single number
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Figure 1.3: Evidence of hydro-dominated oligopolistic behavior within the Colombian
power market.
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the strategic cost of hydropower production decisions. This criterion relies upon an
indifference (and risk-neutral) argument regarding the expected profits associated to a
particular production strategy. The plausibility of this construction is then assessed using
the Colombian power market as a working bench on which to verify our results.
The resulting expression involves market and weather expectations, and absorbs all agents
best responses through the careful definition of conditional cumulative distributions
hydropower supply, which we take as those actually given by market conditions. This
enabled us to discuss some features of the rationale behind electricity markets. After
the worldwide liberalization trend, the risk born by producers in hydro-dominated power
supply systems is directly affected by the time-variable cost of using the storable
hydroelectric resources. Once this strategic cost is made explicit, it sheds some new
light on the way managers use the knowledge they have about present and future water
levels, in order to make production decisions that impact their market power potential
and the market outcomes. Seeking to contribute in this dimension, we develop a dynamic
hydro-dominated oligopolistic modeling framework to discuss the economic rationality
of power systems by way of the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources. That is, within
the context of the short-term marginal opportunity cost of storable electricity. Beyond
devising an explicit formula, an important part of our results is to provide a “proof of
existence” by construction.
We believe we provided that proof in the sections above, were we also applied the model
developed to data from the Colombian power market. These results readily reproduce the
common intuition that in hydro-dominated markets, the strategic cost of the hydroelectric
resources takes high (positive) values during dry hydrological seasons, and turns to low
(and even negative) values during wet periods.
On the regulatory front, the explicit expression found for the strategic cost of hydroelectric
resources enables both power producers and power market regulators to better define
water management policies. On one side, private producers could manage higher profits
from an enhanced and custom made water discharge policy. On the other, regulators
would be empowered with an objective tool to set suitable regulatory interventions aimed
at mitigating market power potential from oligopolistic hydro-dominated producers.
Our findings indicate oligopolistic producers tend to further exacerbate market outcomes
bidding spikier prices according to the hydrologic scenarios when the price risk exposition
is low, and contrarily, muffling either positive or negative market spikes whenever this
risk exposition is significant. On the other hand, our findings indicate oligopolistic power
producers tend to shift the storable hydroelectric resources according to its strategic water
valuation from relatively inelastic demand periods to relatively elastic ones. The data
from the Colombian power market was successfully used as a test bed to evidence both
outcomes.
Hence, and from a regulatory perspective aimed to control the market power potential
from hydro-dominated oligopolistic power producers, the following can be suggested.
First, bounds to the electricity served through bilateral contracts must be introduced.
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This measure will seek to avoid biased price bids and thus misleading market signals.
This would also promote auto-regulatory behavior. Second, considering the current
technological trend of positioning the demand side as an active market participant, the
elasticity of the load individually served by oligopolistic producers might be affected
using demand response programs (e.g. disconnecting consumers). This would set
incentives for the producers to behave competitively.
These interventions may improve the allocation of hydroelectric resources through time
and would harmonize positively with the pro-competitive technological changes currently
taking place (e.g. smart grids) to further exploit the advantages of market places. They
would also prevent from going back to the centrally administrated institutional settings
with a unique public firm allocating the resource.
Our work might be further developed in different directions. For instance, the expression
for the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources is suited for dynamic programming
applications. Moreover, the impact associated to inflow and demand uncertainty might
be further studied writing the expression 1.11 in terms that more explicitly include the
water reservoir balance equations and the water regulation capacity of the plants. In this
paper, these two aspects do not show in the application of 1.11 made in the sections above,
due to the fact that our approach follows the general outline of the “representative agent”
model.
Finally, the strategic cost of hydroelectric resources is dynamic and involves multiple
time scales like that of the hydrologic seasons, the time resolution of the market where
electricity is traded as well as that of the elasticity of load to be served. This value is thus
affected by the time resolution and by its transition throughout overlapping time scales.
This could be the object of further research.
How sensitive is ν h to the various producer fixed parameters? This is perhaps one of the
most interesting questions that may be addressed from a regulatory point of view. The
answer to this question allows for an assessment based on technological fundamentals of
the implied non-financial costs of opportunity that affect a hydro dominated producer’s
decisions.
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Chapter 2
Setting up standard power options to
hedge price-quantity risk in a
competitive electricity market. The
Colombian case
Joint work with Vizcaíno, G.A., Cadena, A.I., Benavides, J.M.
This paper applies the conceptual framework of (21) to hedge retailers against price and quantity
fluctuations in spot electricity markets, and extends it to power generators, in order to design suitable power
options with optimal strike prices from a market maker’s perspective. These options are then used to hedge
agents against price and quantity fluctuations by maximizing a static expected utility problem. An infinite
collection of derivatives (“exotic option") emerges as the solution of both price and quantity hedging. This
exotic option is approximated with a portfolio composed by bonds, forward/futures contracts, two put and
three call options, employing a plausible replicating strategy. The theoretical framework is tested within the
context of the Colombian power market, and is applied to month-ahead and quarterly-ahead hedging during
peak hours. The proposal addresses major problems such as lack of liquidity and anonymity of the current
bilateral electricity trading scheme in Colombia.

Introduction
Over the last two decades the electricity sector worldwide has undergone a profound
restructuring process starting from the vertical unbundling of the generation, transmission,
distribution and retailing activities as well as other deeper reforms towards deregulation
(29). These policies have encouraged the penetration of private investors and apparently
have led to improvements in the efficiency and quality of power generation, to a reduction
of electricity prices, to an enhancement of market transparency, and also have allowed the
emergence of a liquid financial trading of electricity (16), (18), (27). This is the case of
the Nordic market which is one of the most outstanding examples next to experiences in
the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Australia, among others (13), (19).
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Certainly, this liberalization of the power markets has implied different risks (price
risk, quantity risk, regulatory risk, market risk, among others) for players due to the
competitive markets nature, but also has brought plenty of possibilities and chances,
therefore, one of the keys to success in the liberalized markets is the ability to manage
these new risks as Unger expresses in (24).
Power derivatives have appeared as a suitable solution to manage such risks, since
lessons learned from the financial markets suggest that financial derivatives, when well
understood and properly employed, are beneficial to the sharing and controlling of
undesired risks through properly structured hedging strategies as it is discussed in (9),
(12), (22). There are two major paths about power derivatives: pricing and portfolio
optimization.
The non-storability feature of electric energy hampers the direct application of a noarbitrage methodology, then, different techniques must be developed (28). Other
authors like Vehviläinen (25), and Lucia and Schwartz (16) studied the properties of the
instruments available at Nord Pool, whereas Wilhelm converts the electricity market into
a virtual base market consisting of zero bonds and an additional risky asset to elaborate a
risk neutral price dynamic in (28). Eydeland and Geman discuss deeper the difficulty of
pricing options (11).
On the other hand, portfolio optimization has emerged as a helpful approach for risk
management purposes. There are three major portfolio optimization procedures: price
hedging, quantity hedging and price-quantity hedging. About price hedge some authors
can be mentioned: Ahn, Boudoukh, Richardson and Whitelaw in (1) minimize the Value
at Risk (VaR) using options and Kleindorfer and Li consider the portfolio optimization
including derivative instruments, subject to a Value-at-Risk (VaR) constraint (15). In
(19), Näsäkkälä and Keppo found an analytical solution for a portfolio value distribution,
and Huisman et al. carried out a mean-variance framework to address the concept of
structuring the portfolio and focuses on how to optimally allocate positions in peak and
on-peak forward contracts (14).
Volumetric uncertainty is one of the main features of electricity, but unfortunately quantity
risk is not a tradable asset, so there is not derivative instruments to hedge this risk
directly. Thus, quantity hedging strategies usually aim to exploit the advantages of flexible
power generation technologies (mainly hydropower plants) to manage volumetric risk.
Näsäkkälä and Keppo describe in (20) the difficulties to achieve so given load uncertainty
and the eventual correlation between spot prices and water inflows to reservoirs, whereas
Doege, Schiltknecht and Lüthi show how the volume risk can be managed through an
intelligent dispatch strategy in (10). In (24), Unger states that the flexibility in some
production plants, such as the hydro storage plant, even makes them suitable to hedge not
only price risk, but also volume risk, which currently is not possible in the standardized
market.
Despite there is scarce literature dealing with simultaneous price and quantity risk
hedging, there are some works in this light. Fleten, Wallace and Ziemba in (13) discuss
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a risk management model (stochastic programming) for a hydropower producer, whose
portfolio at risk includes own production and a set of power contracts for delivery or
purchase, including contracts of financial nature. In reference (21) authors present
a helpful approach to handle price-quantity risk supported on the positive correlation
between these variables, using "plain vanilla" derivative instruments.
This paper relies on the prior reference (21), seeking to apply and extend their findings
in order to design an electricity derivative market from a market maker’s perspective,
which would allow agents to build up a price-quantity hedging portfolio by replicating an
optimal zero-cost hedging function with bonds, forwards/futures contracts, two put and
three call options. These instruments must be easy to implement and trade, and must
control spot price volatility and market power behavior (6).
The remaining of this paper is presented as follows. First, it will be described the core
of the price-quantity risk hedging strategy developed in (21). Then, the optimization
problem is formulated to find optimal strike prices for put and call options. Afterwards,
it is developed an application for the Colombian power market. Finally, we open up a
discussion about results obtained. Some future work ideas are presented at the end.

Price-quantity risk hedging
A short description of the model developed in (21) is here illustrated. In the reference the
authors deal with simultaneous price and quantity risk hedging by exploiting the fact that
load is strongly correlated to spot prices due to the non-storability feature of electricity
as a commodity and to a steeply rising supply function. In Colombia the correlation
coefficient is roughly 0.62 according to recent estimations (26), which is close to prior
estimations in California (0.54), Spain (0.70), Britain (0.58) and Scandinavia (0.53) (21).
Tha author in (21) solve a static hedging problem of an LSE who has to serve an uncertain
electricity demand qR at a regulated fixed price r in a single period from 0 to 1. Besides,
the LSE procures the electricity to serve his customers, from the wholesale market at a
spot price p, and has a hedging portfolio x(p), depending on the realization of the spot
price. The total profit of an LSE after receiving payoffs from the contracts in the hedging
portfolio can be defined as:
YR (p, qR , xR (p)) = (r − p) · qR + xR (p)

(2.1)

To develop a competitive power derivative market bidders and askers must be considered.
Hence, the analysis in (21) is extended to a GENCO which is assumed to be continuously
dispatched with marginal production cost c and power generation qG . Thus,
YG (p, qG , xG (p)) = (p − c) · qG + xG (p)

(2.2)

The risk preferences of the LSE/GENCO are characterized with a concave utility function
UR /UG defined over the corresponding total profit YR /YG at time 1. The realization of
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spot price p and load q are characterized by a joint probability function f (p, q) which is
defined on the probability measure P . It is also defined Q as a risk-neutral probability
measure by which the hedging instruments are priced, and g(p) as the probability density
function of p under Q. Authors formulate the LSE/GENCO’s problem as follows:
max E[U (Y (p, q))] s.t.

E Q [x(p)] = 0

x(p)

(2.3)

where E[·] and E Q [·] denote expectations under the probability measure P and Q,
respectively, and κ = {R, G}. The constraint in (2.3) implies that purchasing derivative
contracts may be financed from selling other derivatives or from the money market
accounts. Further details about the settings of the model on which this paper relies can be
found in (21).
Then, authors derive the optimality conditions and find the LSE’s optimal payoff function
x∗ (p) for CARA and mean-variance utility functions. It has to be assumed a probability
distribution function for spot prices and loads served or power generated. In the Appendix
of this chapter it is derived the same optimal payoff function for the GENCOs’ case.
Authors then use Carr and Madan argument exposed in (3) to express the optimal payoff
function x∗ (p) as a continuum collection of risk free bonds, forward/futures contracts, put
and call options, these last options underlying on the spot price p:
Z F
Z ∞
0
00
+
x(p) = x(F ) · 1 + x (F ) · (p − F ) +
x (K) · (K − p) dK +
x00 (K) · (p − K)+ dK
0

F

(2.4)
where (·) ≡ max(·, 0). Equation (2.4) requires the market to launch a continuum
spectrum of options’ strike prices to perfectly replicate x∗ (p) payoff profile, which is
an obstacle indeed, since only a few numbers of options are offered in real markets. As
a consequence, Oum, Oren and Deng describe a strategy defining the amount of each
instrument to be purchased (sold) to replicate the optimal payoff function x∗ (p). We
present an enhanced replicating strategy to obtain smaller replicating errors, by applying
the linear regression approach of Generalized Least Squares (GLS). The methodology
will be further explained in Section 2.
+

Finding options’ optimal strike prices
From a market maker’s perspective, developments in (21) could be properly used to design
the instruments to be traded in an electricity derivatives market composed by bonds,
forward/futures contracts and standard options with the spot price as underlying.
Here, the optimal payoff functions, for both LSEs and GENCOs, are calculated using
(2.3). To aggregate agents hedging profiles, two unique optimal payoff functions are
defined independently, each representing the collective intention of the retail market and
the power generation market. Hereafter we refer to these curves as retail market payoff
curve x̄R (p) and generation market payoff curve x̄G (p).
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At this stage, it is proposed a global optimization to define optimal strike prices for a
discrete number of put and call options assumed to be offered in the electricity derivatives
market, next to forward/futures contracts and bonds. These instruments could then be
used either by retailers or power generators to build up a replicating portfolio close to
their own optimal price-quantity hedging function.
Optimal strikes’ are obtained by minimizing, simultaneously, the replicating error of both
retailing and generation market payoff curves using a discrete number of options, jointly
with the already mentioned instruments. This procedure also enhances complementary
features of the power market since options required by LSEs can be offered by GENCOs
and vice versa. In the following, a detailed description of the procedure above is
presented.

Aggregated optimal payoff functions
The procedure to determine market payoff functions x̄κ (p), is presented in (2.5).

x̄κ (p) =

Nκ
X

wi x∗i (p)

(2.5)

i=1

where,
RS

x∗i (p)dp
wi = PNκ R S
∗
i=1 0 xi (p)dp
0

S corresponds to a price-cap value defined under the market maker’s criteria and N to
the number of market participants. Under this setting, x̄R (p) and x̄G (p) will represent the
joint needs of all the agents and could be used to determine hedging instruments by no
favoring any agent and giving them the same hedging opportunities.

Replicating methodology
Assuming there are i put and j call options in the market, (2.4) could be rewritten as (2.6).
x(p) = β0 +β1 (p−F )+β2 (k1 −p)+ ...+βi+2 (ki −p)+ βi+3 (p−k10 )+ ...+βi+j+2 (p−kj0 )+ +
(2.6)
Instruments’ coefficients are denoted by β while  denotes residuals, such that  → 0 as
(i, j) → (∞, ∞). In a real market (with a finite number of instruments available), the
market maker purpose will be to minimize x(p) − x̂(p) = . This can be done by applying
GLS to (2.6), so the coefficients can be estimated from:
β̂ = (Z 0 Z)−1 Z 0 x(p)
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(2.7)

where,




Z=


(ki − p0 )+ − VKi
(ki − p1 )+ − VKi
..
.
(ki − pn )+ − VKi

1
1
..
.

p0 − F
p1 − F
..
.

(k1 − p0 )+ − Vk1
(k1 − p1 )+ − Vk1
..
.

···
···
..
.

1

pn − F

(k1 − pn )+ − Vk1

···

(p0 − k10 )+ − VK10
(p1 − k10 )+ − VK10
..
.
(pn − kn0 )+ − VK10

···
···
..
.
···

(p0 − kj0 )+ − VKj0
(p1 − kj0 )+ − VKj0
..
.
(pn − kj0 )+ − VKj0







Z is a matrix of independent variables with n rows defined by the set of prices from 0 to S
and m columns, each corresponding to a financial instrument including the risk free bonds
(unitary column) and the futures/forward contracts. Precision will be given by parameter
n which defines price thick resolution. In matrix Z, Vki and Vkj0 denote the value of the
put and call option, respectively.

Global optimization
The optimization problem is presented in (2.8) minimizes the square difference between
x̄R (p) and x̄G (p) and their corresponding replicating strategies, subject to constraints
which (i) express the agents’ market payoff function as a linear combination of the
available financial instruments plus an error (to be minimized), and (ii) estimates the
coefficients related to each instrument, as a linear regression by using Generalized Least
Squares (GLS). Finally, (iii) corresponds to a compatibility constraint.

min

K̄,K̄ 0

s.t.


.(iR )








 .(iG )



.(iiR )




.

 (iiG )
.(iii)

S
X

[(x̄R (p) − x̂R (p))2 + (x̄G (p) − x̂G (p))2 ]

(2.8)

p=0

x̂R (p) = β0 + β1 (p − F ) + β2 (k1 − p)+ + · · · + βi+2 (ki − p)+ + βi+3 (p − k10 )+
+... + βi+j+2 (p − kj0 )+
x̂G (p) = α0 + α1 (p − F ) + α2 (k1 − p)+ + · · · + αi+2 (ki − p)+ + αi+3 (p − k10 )+
+... + αi+j+2 (p − kj0 )+
β̂ = (Z 0 Z)−1 Z 0 x̄R (p)
α̂ = (Z 0 Z)−1 Z 0 x̄G (p)
0 < k1 < ... < ki < F < k10 < ... < kj0 < S

The outcome of (2.8) are vectors K̄i×1 and K̄ 0 j×1 , each containing strike prices for
put and call options. These strikes replicate retail and power production payoff curves
with minimum error. F is the futures electricity price and β/α are the linear regression
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coefficients for LSEs/GENCOs. This procedure favors complementarity features among
agents since options required by LSEs can be offered by GENCOs and vice versa.
Including the GLS approach represents an enhancement since it is minimized the
replicating errors not only by means of the strike prices but also by the coefficients. In the
financial sense, the approach provides the number of instruments of each type which will
minimize the replicating error .

Case study: Colombian power market
Colombia opened up an intensive reorganization of the electricity market since 1994.
Under the new framework, the power generation and retail businesses were allowed
to be competitive deregulated markets, whereas the remaining two, transmission and
distribution, were established as regulated activities.
As a result, nowadays there are four major markets at which generation and retail agents
can trade energy: (i) a day-ahead spot market which determines the efficient dispatch of
power generation resources, considering the suppliers offers submitted a day ahead of
actual dispatch; (ii) a firm energy market for generation capacity adequacy (see (7) and
(2) for details); (iii) a non-standardized bilateral contract market with a long trajectory
but today, under strong scrutiny given some problems that have come to light after these
years of functioning; and (iv) a secondary market for ancillary services (e.g. AGC). See
(17) for more details about Colombian power system.
According to recent findings in the Colombian power market, the bilateral contract system
faces lack of liquidity and anonymity, not to mention the absence of an adequate and
reliable signal for future electricity prices (4), (5), (8). To overcome these situations, and
regarding international experiences in the power deregulation path, this paper proposes
to establish an electricity derivatives market which could straighten up spot and futures
electricity price signals, and end up with the lack of liquidity and anonymity present in
the current bilateral contract system in Colombia.
Here, an application of the methodology described in the prior section is performed with
available information of the Colombian power market from December 2006 to October
2008 (a time interval with a uniform policy framework). This application is undertaken
exploiting the aforementioned correlation between price and quantity in the Colombia
power market (26).
Hourly spot prices were analyzed (see Fig. 2.1) and a daily on-peak period (hours 18, 19
and 20) and an off-peak one (the remaining hours) were defined. This application focuses
on hedging instruments for on-peak hours due to higher volatilities for prices and power
load/production, and regarding that during the remaining hours agents could find hedge
with forward/futures contracts.
After Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling goodness of fit tests, it was possible to
fit a Normal probability distribution function (pdf) to loads served during on-peak periods
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Figure 2.1: Monthly and hourly average behavior for the electricity spot price in
Colombia.
by each of five selected LSEs (qR ) (aggregating the 72% of the national load). Same
procedure was done to the power generated (qG ) during on-peak periods by nine GENCOs
(contribute with 52% of the national production). It was also possible to fit a log-normal
pdf to on-peak spot prices according to the tests. These analyses were carried out on a
monthly and quarterly basis, expecting to implement both kinds of options in the market.
By assuming these pdfs for qR , qG and p, and also assuming a mean-variance utility
function to represent agents’ risk profile (see (2.9)), it is possible to derive an optimal
payoff function x∗ (p) for both kinds of agents.
1
E[U (Yκ )] = E[Yκ ] − a · V AR[Yκ ]
2

(2.9)

In (2.9), parameter a corresponds to the risk aversion coefficient. Tables 2.4 and 2.5 in the
Appendix of this chapter present these values, as well as the correlation coefficients.

An example
Suppose a market maker wishes to find strike prices for two put and three call options
to be offered in the Colombian power market on May 2009 (during this month G7 and
G9 were not dispatched, so they were excluded of the analysis). To do so, it is necessary
to estimate the tariff r, at which LSEs will be remunerated during that month and the
marginal production costs c, for each power generator. It is also necessary to estimate the
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parameters of the Normal pdf fitted to qR and qG on that month, respectively (see Tables
2.4 and 2.5 at the Appendix).
According to historic information, it is expected that on May 2009 F = 67.13U S$/M W h
and that the spot price follows a log-normal pdf log(p)∼ N (4.18, 0.232 ). The price cap
S = 147U S$/M W h, according to the way scarcity price for the firm energy market is
calculated in Colombia.
General results are presented in Fig. 2.2. The upper row is related to GENCOs and the
lower to LSEs. Fig. 2.2a and 2.2d illustrate the optimal payoff functions x∗R (p) and x∗G (p)
for each LSE and GENCO considered, respectively. These functions were estimated as
proposed in (21) (see Eq. (2.3)). Right over these curves there are also depicted in darker
lines x̄R (p)/x̄G (p) calculated as proposed in (2.5).
Fig. 2.2b and 2.2e show x̄R (p) and x̄G (p) next to their corresponding replicating portfolio
using (2.6) and (2.7). It can be seen that the piecewise linear replicating strategies closely
follow the market curves. A zoom on a small segment of the curves on each figure was
made in order to amplify the differences between the lines. The grid on the x-axis is
defined according to the optimal strike prices found by solving (2.8) for two put and three
call options (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Optimal strike prices (US$/MWh) for the options designed for May 2009.
k1∗
k2∗
k10∗
k20∗
k30∗
24.49 49.33 73.49 97.66 122.49
Fig. 2.2c and 2.2f compare, after 10,000 scenario Monte-Carlo simulations, the impact on
profit’s distribution (for randomly selected agents R3 and G5 ) of a price-quantity hedging
versus a price hedging and no hedging at all. As it can be seen, both agents reduce the
variance of its profit by giving up to a little percentage of the expected value in the LSE’s
case, whereas in the GENCO’s case the profit’s mean slightly rises when following a
price-quantity hedging strategy.
This outcome is a straight consequence of the mean-variance utility function used and it
is held for the remaining agents (see Table 2.2). The expected values of retailers’ profit
are negative because the expected spot price F is greater than the regulated tariff r of each
LSE on May 2009.
Table 2.3 presents for agents R1 , R3 , G2 , G5 and G8 the number of instruments required
to build up their own replicating portfolio closer to their corresponding optimal payoff
function x∗ (p), using the replicating procedure described in Section 2. The mean
percentage errors of replication are shown in the last column.
Three major results should be highlighted from the exercise: (i) the solution of the global
optimization process proposed (see Eq. (2.8)) does not favor any agent, by giving the
same hedging opportunities to each of them. This is because the optimization problem is
formulated in order to minimize the replicating error of both, retailing and generation
market payoff curves, and also because of the way these curves are calculated. (ii)
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Table 2.2: Comparison of profit distribution among power producers and retailers in May
2009 (US$).
No hedge

Price Hedge

P-Q Hedge

µ̂

µ̂/σ̂

µ̂

µ̂/σ̂

µ̂

µ̂/σ̂

R1

-17,905

1.20

-17,826

0.38

-18,011

0.07

R2

-7,524

0.57

-5,707

0.23

-5,752

0.07

R3

-9,260

1.66

-9,191

0.31

-9,303

0.13

R4

-27,886

0.82

-27,787

0.18

-28,004

0.06

R5

-2,396

1.74

-2,379

0.52

-2,431

0.13

G1

15,801

0.55

15,758

0.32

15,840

0.27

G2

22,198

0.77

22,129

0.49

22,636

0.36

G3

16,090

0.47

16,035

0.42

16,036

0.40

G4

9,838

1.52

9,773

0.95

10,941

0.79

G5

39,471

0.58

39,347

0.27

39,779

0.19

G6

4,700

0.51

4,680

0.08

4,683

0.07

G8

6,615

1.47

6,555

0.63

6,787

0.51

Agent

Table 2.3: Optimal number of instruments to be acquired by agent in May 2009.
Agent

Bonds

Fwds

Put1

Put2

Call1

Call2

Call3



R1

−844

1,253

141

138

135

138

141.20

0.22%

R3

−469

914

78

76

75

76

78

0.29%

G2

2,535

−588

−443

−435

−426

−435

−444

1.16%

G5

2,505

−1,006

−453

−444

−434

−443

−453

0.77%

G8

963

−445

−160

−157

−154

−157

−160

0.65%

Regarding the LEGOő approach theory presented in (23), it is possible to replicate any
payoff profile through a linear combination of the four basic financial instruments: bonds,
forward/futures, swaps and options. Nevertheless, the markets are incomplete and it is
not possible to have an infinite spectrum of options’ strike prices as it is required for (2.4)
to be held, so once a finite number of options is determined, it is necessary to deal with
a certain level of replicating error, which could be handled with the replicating strategy
proposed here using GLS approach. GLS model’s suitability and goodness is that it finds
the coefficients’ estimators that minimize this residual error. (iii) Finally, it is important
to note that for the agents whose load/production is highly correlated with spot price and
their risk aversion is high, the price-quantity hedging strategy gives better results in terms
of expected value and dispersion of profits than just price hedging. However, those agents
with low price-quantity correlation could achieve similar benefits by implementing either
strategy.
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Conclusion
We have developed a practical application framework to implement the static pricequantity hedging proposed by Oum, Oren and Deng in (21). It is proposed an optimization
procedure to find optimal options’ strike prices to be offered in a power market by a
market maker. The theoretical framework was tested with real data from the Colombian
power system and the analysis suggest that by offering two put and three call options on a
monthly and quarterly basis, an enhancement in agents’ risk hedging positions might be
achieved.
The proposal of a standardized derivatives market could overcome the lack of liquidity
on the current bilateral contracting system in Colombia and simultaneously the lack of
anonymity could be solved by creating a clearing house to manage such contractual
relationships. Add to that, by trading forward/futures contracts it could also be strengthen
up a futures electricity price signal which after a while, could shift the spot price signal.
Furthermore, in a long planning horizon, these products could also be offered to the entire
region once the physical interconnection to other countries in the region takes place.
However, it would be necessary to be aware that a financial market could or could not
succeed, and that it will depend on factors such as the choice of pool model, the presence
of a fixing price or index, the kinds of derivatives and the underlying asset (18).
Therefore, derivative instruments are suitable and viable to address some of the current
Colombian power market problems, to improve and encourage competition among agents,
and as Chao and Wilson say in (6), could help to suppress the spot price volatility and
mitigate market power situations. Plus to the facts that derivatives suggested correspond
to plain vanilla options, which create an added value market by offering different hedging
strategies with simple and understandable financial instruments.
Another feature is that even when power producers and retailers were treated as so along
this paper, eventually, a non-dispatched power generator could be considered as a retailer
and a retailer with excess of electricity could be treated as a power producer. These
instruments are still suitable for any agent.
One limitation of the approach here proposed is that it does not consider the portfolio of
technologies available for each power producer, which could have not only hydro power
generation plants, but also natural gas, coal fired, diesel or nuclear power generation
plants. This fact would light up its portfolio of investment on electricity derivatives due
to its available technological flexibility.
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Figure 2.2: Application case results, May 2009.
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Future work
A different research line could be oriented to dynamic hedging strategies under this
sort of electricity derivatives and to test the complementarity of demand and supply for
these instruments throughout the time. To achieve a new electricity derivatives market in
Colombia it will be necessary to discuss and analyze the practical aspects of implementing
these financial options and create a strong institution for trading them (6). It would be
also necessary to develop a proper valuation methodology to price this kind of options
underlying on the spot price.
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Appendix A
Here, it is only presented the deduction of x∗ (p) for GENCOs, since in (21) could be find
the deduction for LSEs. Regarding the utility function (2.9) y the assumption P ≡ Q the
outcome of the optimization problem (2.3) is:
x∗ (p) = E[y(p, q)] − E[y(p, q)|p]
Replacing (2.2) in the above we obtain,
x∗ (p) = E[pq] − cE[q] − (p − c)E[q|p]
Now, assuming log(pT ) ∼ N (mp , s2p ), q ∼ N (mq , s2q ) and ρ = Corr(p, q), then, qT |pT ∼
N (mq + ρ sspq (log(pT ) − mp ), s2q (1 − ρ2 )). Given these definitions, the optimal payoff
function of an GENCO will be:
∗

x (p) = (ρsq sp + mq )e

mp + 21 s2p



ρsq
(log(p) − mp )
− cmq − (p − c) mq +
sp

Appendix B
Table 2.4: Parameters for LSEs on May 2009.
Retailer

r [US$/MWh]

µR [MWh]

σR [MWh]

R1

54.20

1,339.51

47.45

R2

45.75

256.00

13.56

R3

57.90

966.19

56.86

R4

47.75

1,401.41

59.10

R5

58.48

261.63

12.07

Table 2.5: Parameters for GENCOs on May 2009.
Producer

c [US$/MWh]

µG [MWh]

σG [MWh]

G1

29.54

405.67

106.82

G2

38.40

705.54

258.79

G3

14.09

305.97

116.43

G4

56.23

675.22

377.30

G5

30.52

1,021.00

211.56

G6

36.24

151.02

9.19

G7

68.66

129.37

37.13

G8

56.19

548.86

172.76
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Chapter 3
Regulatory design and incentives for
renewable energy
Joint work with García A. and Barrera, J.I.
Increasing electric power production from renewable energy sources is now widely perceived as a sensible
goal for energy policy. The intermittent nature of renewables, such as wind and solar, necessarily imposes
complex trade-offs for regulatory objectives, such as resource adequacy (and system reliability) versus
GHG reductions. In this paper we develop a highly stylized model of investments in order to derive
insights regarding the workings of regulatory incentives for increased renewable energy. We first show
that incentives are indeed needed when there are significant economies of scale in the form of “learning by
doing” or alternatively, when there is excess capacity in conventional technology due to legacy investments.
We analyze two different regulatory schemes (feed-in tariffs and renewable portafolio standards) aimed
at increasing investment in renewable capacity. We show that neither scheme is capable of inducing the
socially optimal level of investment in renewable capacity. A single feed-in tariff fails to induce optimal
investment as a feed-in tariff exceeding marginal costs of conventional technology incentivizes overdevelopment of the most attractive sites which preempts investment in less attractive, yet socially valuable
sites. An RPS that promotes increased investment in renewable technology induces under-investment in the
conventional technology. These results suggest that a “clinical” regulatory design, that is, one that promotes
the right amount of renewable capacity without affecting conventional capacity is a challenging proposition.

Introduction
Increasing electric power production from renewable energy sources is now widely
perceived as a sensible goal for energy policy. The intermittent nature of renewables, such
as wind and solar, necessarily imposes complex trade-offs for regulatory objectives, such
as resource adequacy, system reliability and GHG reductions. Regulatory interventions
(e.g. feed-in tariffs, renewable portfolio standards) need to be designed to ensure that
incentives for potential investors are properly aligned with the socially optimal trade-offs
in regulatory objectives. In this paper, we develop a highly stylized model of investments
in order to derive insights regarding regulatory incentives for increased renewable energy.
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Feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards (RPS) are perhaps the most widely used
regulatory designs aimed at increasing renewable output. In its simplest form, a feedin tariff mechanism is one in which the wholesale electricity market is forced to buy all
renewable electricity at a fixed, pre-established price. Under the RPS regime, utilities
holding a mix of generation technologies must invest so that their renewable capacity is
always greater than a given fraction of their conventional capacity. Interestingly, the need
for regulatory incentives seems to be a generally accepted fact as most of the literature
on regulatory designs for increased renewable energy compares the relative effectiveness
of various alternatives. For example, in (3), (14) and (12), it is argued that the policies
adopted by Germany for promoting wind energy (e.g. feed-in tariff) have been more
effective than those adopted by the UK and US (e.g. renewable portfolio standard).
Under such “conventional wisdom” one would expect that a situation of chronic underinvestment in renewable technologies is to be expected unless incentives are put in place.
Nonetheless, the healthy investment activity in small scale run-of-the-river hydro plants
(also a base-load technology) in several electricity markets (without incentives) provides
a counterexample of sorts (see (15)). It seems only prudent to take a closer look at
the extent to which incentives are needed. The recent debate spurred by the German
government decision to reduce feed-in tariffs highlights the need to better understand the
inner workings of this incentive mechanism (see (18)).
In this paper, we develop a model to analyze the need for incentives as well as the
effectiveness of feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards. Our analysis shows
that incentives for increased investment in renewable technology may only be needed if
there are significant economies of scale which in this paper are modeled as “learning
by doing”. Interestingly, under-investment in renewable capacity may also be further
exacerbated by regulatory policies aimed at ensuring a certain level of installed capacity
in conventional fossil-fuel based generation capacity (e.g. capacity markets). This points
to an inherent tension between regulatory designs for resource adequacy and optimal
investment in renewables.
We analyze two different regulatory schemes (feed-in tariffs and renewable portafolio
standards) aimed at increasing investment in renewable capacity. We show that neither
scheme is capable of inducing the socially optimal level of investment in renewable
capacity. A single feed-in tariff fails to induce optimal investment as the most attractive
sites are over-developed thus preempting investment in less attractive yet socially valuable
sites. Thus, discriminatory feed-in tariffs may be better suited to promote the right kind
of development. An RPS that promotes increased investment in renewable technology
induces under-investment in the conventional technology. This effect can be explained
as follows: a lower capacity margin in the conventional technology induces higher spot
prices that serve to recoup the losses associated with implementing socially optimal
investment levels in renewable technology. These results illustrate the inherent difficulties
in inducing optimal investment in renewables within the context of an electricity market
because increased renewable capacity significantly affects the nature of competition.
Therefore, equilibrium investment in conventional capacity and renewable capacity are
closely coupled. A “clinical” regulatory design, that is, one that promotes the right
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amount of renewable capacity without affecting conventional capacity is a challenging
proposition.

Literature Review
Optimal investment under uncertainty with multiple production technologies has been
extensively studied in the peak-load pricing literature (see (10), (5), (7) and more recently,
(1) and (8)). In the first best solution, the expected marginal total welfare loss is equal to
the expected marginal cost of new capacity. Our characterization of the first best solution
(Proposition 1, below) can be (partially) seen as an instantiation of this basic principle.
However, our goal is to compare the socially optimal capacity mix with the equilibrium
capacity mix that would be obtained when spot prices result from a (competitive) first
price auction, a widely used electricity market design (see Proposition 2).
There is a growing literature addressing the impacts due to the massive penetration
of intermittent power generation upon prices and investment in restructured electricity
markets (see (6), (20), (13), and (2)). Of these references (6) is perhaps the closest
to our work. By extending the theory in peak-load pricing subject to (supply/demand)
uncertainty, it is shown (Proposition 5) that equilibrium investment is socially optimal
provided electricity prices equal marginal outage costs during events of scarcity. The
market fails to deliver appropriate investment levels when price caps are set at values
below marginal outage costs. A simulation model of renewable energy investments is used
as evidence for the claim that the incorporation of renewable capacity (along with realtime pricing) reduces the average cost of electricity. This is due to energy consumption
shifting from peak to off-peak hours. Renewable capacity should therefore be seen as a
substitute to baseload technologies and complementary to peak generation technologies.
The interaction of policies directed to foster renewables in power markets and capacity
adequacy markets are also studied in (2). The equilibrium investment mix in “peak”
versus “baseload” conventional technologies is computed assuming investment in wind
power is exogenous. Using data from the western I.S., the author concludes that as
the level of wind penetration increases, the equilibrium investment mix of conventional
capacity shifts towards less “baseload” and more “peaking” capacity. The simulationbased conclusions reported in (20) for the German electricity market are similar. Finally,
in (13), a numerical testbed of a two-stage model of Cournot competition (with no entry)
is used to analyze the effects of increased renewable capacity in the Istaeli electricity
market. The authors report that in certain cases, average market prices may increase with
increased renewable capacity.
The goal of this paper differs from the papers cited above in that our aim is to analyze
the effectiveness of regulatory schemes (feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards)
in incentivizing optimal investment in renewable capacity. Given the difference in goals,
our model is different and simpler in some respects (e.g. there is no correlation between
demand and renewable output and there is only one type of conventional technology).
However, we do take into account the heterogeneous nature of renewable capacity which
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is distributed across a number of sites.

Optimal Vs. Equilibrium Mix of Technologies
Framework
We now present a highly stylized two-stage model of investment. In the first stage of our
model, investors decide how much capacity to install from two available technologies a
conventional (fossil fuel-based) and a renewable which is distributed across N > 0 sites.
Let ξ ≥ 0 denote a random variable with probability distribution H and density h. Let
W̄i ≥ 0 denote the potential for renewable energy at site i ∈ {1, · · · , N }. We make the
following assumptions regarding the distribution of aggregate renewable potential.
Assumption 1: W̄i = αi ξ where αi > 0 and αi > αj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N .
Under this model of renewable capacity, a common environmental variable ξ determines
the potential output at each site. This model can be seen to describe the potential
for renewable output in an electricity market covering a geographical region in which
meteorological conditions at all sites (e.g. wind speed, solar radiation, precipitation)
are strongly correlated (see (9)). A more sophisticated model featuring specific random
effects per site is beyond the scope of this paper.
Notice that W̄i has probability distribution F̄i (x) = H(x/αi ). Conventional technology
has (constant) marginal cost of production cT and (constant) marginal cost of capacity
investment κ. Renewable technology does not have marginal cost of production, but
investment is required in order to develop and install capacity at the sites. The (constant)
marginal cost of renewable capacity investment (which is assumed to be homogeneous
across sites) is κ + δ where δ > 0. There is also a fixed development cost per site γ > 0.
We assume cT > κ + δ (otherwise, it would be optimal to only invest in the conventional
technology)1 . If the capacity installed at site i is Ki , then Wi (Ki ) = min{W̄i , Ki } is
the random output from that site, and W (K1 , . . . , KN ) = W1 (K1 ) + . . . + WN (KN ) the
aggregate random output.
We assume instantaneous demand for electricity D(p) = D given electricity prices
p ∈ [0, v] where v > cT and D(p) = 0, otherwise. Since renewable technology has
no marginal cost of production, the optimal dispatch of resources is one in which the conventional capacity supplies the residual demand, QT = min(D − W (K1 , . . . , KN ), KT ).
1

Note this assumption holds when the marginal cost cT accounts for the marginal environmental costs
to society either via carbon taxes or emission costs (see (17) and (19)).
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Preliminaries
We start by developing the analytical foundation for our analysis of socially optimal
investment. This analysis is simplified if we restrict our interest to the choice of KT
(aggregate capacity in conventional technology) and the two-tuple (n, K) where n is
the number of developed sites and K is the aggregate installed capacity in renewable
technology. The following result identifies the optimal distribution of capacity across
sites for a given value of the two-tuple (n, K).
Lemma 1: Suppose a total of n sites are to be developed for an aggregate installed
renewable capacity of K. The distribution of capacity that maximizes expected output is
given by
 αi
i≤n
 Pni=1 αi K
∗
(3.1)
Ki (n, K) =

0
i>n
Proof: We first show that in order to maximize expected output with a total of n sites
only the first n sites are developed. To see this, assume Ki = 0, Kj = a > 0 and i < j,
then notice that by making Ki = a > 0 and Kj = 0 the expected output can be increased
in E[Wi (a)] − E[Wj (a)] which is positive since by Assumption 1, i < j implies that
Wj (a) is stochastically dominated by Wi (a). If sites i and j are developed to maximize
∂
E[Wi (Ki )] =
the aggregated output, their marginal output should be the same (i.e. ∂K
i
∂
E[Wj (Kj )]), thus
∂Kj
∂
∂Ki

Z

Ki




1−H

0

x
αi



∂
dx =
∂Kj

Z

Kj

0


 
x
1−H
dx
αj

which implies

H

Ki
αi




=H

Kj
αj



K

i
Thus αjj = K
for all active sites i, j. Finally, since K =
αi
expression in (3.1). 

Pn

i=1

Ki we obtain the

With these two observations, given any number of active sites and aggregate renewal
capacity, the optimal capacity per site can be calculated. Let Win,K = Wi (Ki∗ (n, K))
be the random output at site i whenP
an aggregate potential K is optimally distributed
among the first n sites. Let W n,K = ni=1 Win,K be the correspondent aggregate output.
We use Gn,K (x) to denote the distribution function of W n,K . Notice that all active
Pn sites
n,k
K
∗
P
reach their capacity (i.e. Wi = Ki (n, K)) when ξ ≥ n αi . Let α(n) = i=1 αi .
i=1
Aggregate output is of the form:
W n,K =


 α(n)ξ ξ <

K
α(n)

ξ≥

K
α(n)



K
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In a similar way, we use Fin,K to denote the distribution of Win,K . Since Pr(Win,K ≤
x) = Pr(ξ ≤ αxi ) for x < Ki , then2 :

Fin,K (x) =

  

x < Ki∗ (n, K)
 H αxi



x ≥ Ki∗ (n, K)

1

The expected renewable output can be expressed as:
E[W

n,K

]=

n
X
i=1

Z

a

(1 −

lim

a↑Ki∗ (n,K)

Fin,K (u))du

=

0

n Z
X
i=1

Ki∗ (n,K)

0


 
u
1−H
du
αi

Or alternatively by:
E[W

n,K

Z

a

1−G

] = lim
a↑K

n,K


(u) du =

0

Z

K




1−H

0

u
α(n)


du

Let QTn,K,KT be the random optimal conventional output when aggregate renewable
potential K is optimally distributed among the first n sites and conventional capacity is
KT . As mentioned before, in the optimal dispatch of resources conventional technology
T
supplies the residual demand. Thus Qn,K,K
= min(D − W n,K, KT 
). Let g n,K (x) =
T
dGn,K (x)
dx

n,K

1
x
and h(x) = dH dx (x) . Notice that g n,K (x) = α(n)
h α(n)
when x < K.
Assuming KT + K > D and K < D, the expected conventional output is:

T
E[Qn,K,K
] = KT Gn,K (D − KT ) + lima↑K
T

Ra

(D − u)g n,K (u)du

D−KT

+(1 − lima↑K Gn,K (a))(D − K)

= KT H



D−KT
α(n)



K
α(n)

R

+

(D − uα(n))h(u)du

D−KT
α(n)




K
+ 1 − H α(n)
(D − K)
Assuming KT + K > D and K < D, the expected social surplus can be written as:
T
E[S n,K,KT ] = vE[W n,K ] + (v − cT )E[Qn,K,K
] − κKT − (κ + δ)K − nγ
T

2

The probability of having a site with renewable output equal to the site maximum potential is
K∗
Pr(Win,K = Ki∗ ) = Pr(ξ ≥ αii ), which may be positive, rendering an atom in Fin,K (Ki∗ ). In a similar
way, an atom may exist in Gn,K (K) since Pr(W n,K = K) = Pr(ξ ≥ PnK αi ).
i=1
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Socially Optimal Investment
In our first result, we characterize optimal investment levels when the number of sites n
to be developed is given. Later we will find the optimal number of sites to be developed.
Notice that even when KT + K > D, that is, installed capacity is nominally enough to
supply demand, rationing may occur if Pr(KT + W < D) = lima↑(D−KT ) Gn,K (a) > 0.


D
κ
> 1 − κ+δ
Proposition 1.a: Suppose n sites are to be developed and H α(n)
> v−c
.
cT
T
Socially optimal investment in conventional KT∗ (n) and in renewable technology K ∗ (n)
is characterized by :


H

D−KT∗ (n)
α(n)

1−H



K ∗ (n)
α(n)



=

κ
v−cT

=

κ+δ
cT

and KT∗ (n) + K ∗ (n) > D, K ∗ (n) < D.
Proof: The first order condition for expected social surplus maximization with respect to
KT is:


D − KT
∂
n,K,KT
] = (v − cT )H
E[S
−κ=0
∂KT
α(n)
Thus KT∗ (n) is such that:

H

D − KT∗ (n)
α(n)


=

κ
(v − cT )

(3.2)

Notice also that E[S n,K,KT ] is concave in KT :
∂2
1
E[S n,K,KT ] = −
(v − cT )h
2
∂KT
α(n)



D − KT
α(n)


<0

Thus, for n and K fixed (and optimally distributed across sites), KT∗ (n) is the unique
solution to the following problem:
v n (K) =

max

KT ∈[D−K,D]

E[S n,K,KT ]

Now we proceed to find the optimal level of investment in renewable capacity when n
sites are developed, K ∗ (n). By envelope theorem:
∂ n
v (K)
∂K

=

∂E[S n,x,K ]
∂K

x=KT∗ (n)



∂E[Qn,K,x ]
+
(v
−
c
)
|x=KT∗ (n) − (κ + δ)
T
∂K
∂K


K
= cT 1 − H α(n)
− (κ + δ)
= v

∂E[W n,K ]
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Notice also that
∂2 n
v (K)
∂K 2

= −



cT
α(n)

 

K
h α(n)
<0

Thus, the socially optimal renewable capacity when n sites are built, K ∗ (n), is such that:
 ∗ 
K (n)
κ+δ
1−H
=
(3.3)
α(n)
cT


D
κ
Lastly, the assumption H α(n) > 1 − κ+δ
> v−c
implies
cT
T

H

D
α(n)




>H

K ∗ (n)
α(n)




>H

D − KT∗ (n)
α(n)



which by monotonicity implies D > K ∗ (n) > D − KT∗ (n). 
As the conventional technology is the marginal technology, condition (3.2) characterizes
the optimal capacity margin as the value of KT∗ (n) for which the probability of outage is
set at the ratio of marginal cost of investment κ to consumption surplus v−cT . The optimal
capacity in renewables (3.3) is determined by the ratio of marginal cost of investment in
renewable capcity κ + δ to marginal production cost cT . Note from (3.2) and (3.3) that the
optimal capacity of conventional technology KT∗ (n), and renewable technology K ∗ (n),
are respectively decreasing and increasing in the number of developed sites n.




κ
κ+δ
−1
1
−
Let ξ1 = H −1 v−c
and
ξ
=
H
. In proposition 1b below, we show that
2
cT
T
a condition characterizing the optimal number of sites to be developed, n∗ , is:
αn∗ (vV1 + cT V2 ) ≥ γ
αn∗ +1 (vV1 + cT V2 ) < γ

(3.4a)
(3.4b)

where:
V1 =

R ξ1
0

zdH(z)

V2 =

R ξ2
ξ1

zdH(z)

We summarize the characterization of socially optimal investment in the following
proposition:


κ
> v−c
. The optimal capacity mix is given
Proposition 1.b: Assume H NDα1 > 1 − κ+δ
cT
T
by KT∗ (n∗ ) and K(n∗ ) where n∗ is the unique solution to (3.4a) and (3.4b)
Proof: Let vn = vn (K ∗ (n)) (i.e. vn is the maximal expected social benefit that can be
attained when n sites are developed). Let ∆vn be the expected increase in the social
benefit introduced by developing the nth site, i.e.: ∆vn = vn − vn−1 .

∗

∗

n,K ∗ (n),KT∗ (n)

∆vn = v(E[W n,K (n) ] − E[W n−1,K (n−1) ]) + (v − cT )(E[QT
n−1,K ∗ (n−1),KT∗ (n−1)
−E[QT
]) − κ(KT∗ (n) − KT∗ (n − 1))
−(κ + δ)(K ∗ (n) − K ∗ (n − 1)) − γ
= αn (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γ
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]
(3.5)

A detailed derivation is given in the appendix. Since (vV1 + cT V2 ) is a constant and αn
is decreasing in n, so is αn (vV1 + cT V2 ). Thus vn is decreasing in n. Therefore there is
n∗
n
a unique n∗ satisfying (3.4a)
 and (3.4b). Furthermore v ≥ v for all n ∈ 1, . . . , N .
κ
Finally, the assumption H NDα1 > 1 − κ+δ
> v−c
guarantees that D > KT∗ (n∗ ) >
cT
T
D − KT∗ (n∗ ). 

Equilibrium Investment without Regulatory Intervention
In this section, we analyze the investment levels that would be induced in a competitive
equilibrium without any form of regulatory intervention. In the first stage of our model,
investors have to decide on the aggregate conventional capacity (KT ) and the renewable
capacity per site (Ki , i ∈ {1, · · · , N }). In the second stage, firms compete in prices
to dispatch their production capacity. We assume spot electricity trading takes place
through a uniform-price auction. Assuming price-taking behavior, the spot price for
electricity equals the marginal cost of the conventional fossil-fuel based technology if
D −W (K1 , . . . , KN ) < KT . Otherwise, when D −W (K1 , . . . , KN ) ≥ KT the spot price
for electricity is equal to the maximum price allowed (price cap) in the market p̄ > cT . In
what follows, we shall write W instead of W (K1 , . . . , KN ) in order to alleviate notation.
The spot price for electricity pe can be expressed as follows:

cT D − W ∈ (0, KT )
pe(KT , W ) =
p̄
D − W ≥ KT
The expected aggregate producer surplus for the conventional technology can be written
as:
E[ΠT (KT , K1 , . . . , KN )] = E[(e
p(KT , W ) − cT )QT (W, KT )] − κKT
= [(p̄ − cT )GW (D − KT ) − κ]KT
where GW denotes the probability distribution of W . In competitive equilibrium, the
aggregate investment in conventional capacity KTe induces zero expected surplus. Thus,
we have:
κ
(3.6)
GW (D − KTe ) =
p̄ − cT
The probability of rationing under socially optimal investment is the same as that
under equilibrium investment in conventional technology provided p̄ = v.
Let
E[Πi (KTe , Ki , K−i )] denote the expected surplus associated to the development of the
ith − site at capacity Ki when the capacity at all other sites is given by K−i and
conventional capacity is KTe implicitly defined by (3.6). We now introduce two notion
of equilibrium investment in renewable capacity.
e
Definition 1: Let A ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N }. We say that capacity configuration (KTe , Kie , K−i
)
is a constrained equilibrium if

1. For all i ∈
/ A, Kie = 0 and
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2. For all i ∈ A,
e
e
)] for all Ki ≥ 0
)] ≥ E[Πi (KTe , Ki , K−i
E[Πi (KTe , Kie , K−i
Definition 2: We say that renewable capacity configuration (Ki , K−i ) is an equilibrium
e
e
if for all i ∈ {1, ..., N }, E[Πi (KTe , Kie , K−i
)] ≥ E[Πi (KTe , Ki , K−i
)] for all Ki ≥ 0.
Intuitively, the notion of constrained equilibrium is aimed at identifying equilibrium
investment levels once a set of sites have been developed (and the fixed cost incurred) and
κ
conventional capacity is adjusted to guarantee a probability of outage equal to p̄−c
. Note
T
that an equilibrium capacity configuration is a constrained equilibrium but the converse
does not necessarily holds. The following lemma provides an important step towards a
characterization of equilibrium investment in renewable technology.


P
D
>
Lemma 2: Let A ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N } and α(A) = i∈A αi . If H α(A) > 1 − κ+δ
cT
κ
, the capacity configuration
p̄−cT
Kie


where K e = α(A)H −1 1 −
D > K e > D − KTe .

=

κ+δ
cT






αi
Ke
α(A)

i∈A



0

i∈
/A

is the unique constrained equilibrium. Moreover,

Proof: Consider a renewable
capacity configuration in which Ki > 0 if i ∈ A, and
P
Ki = 0 if i ∈
/ A, and i∈A Ki > D − KTe . Let ξ¯ ≥ 0 be implicitly defined by
D − KTe =

¯ Ki }
αi min{ξ,
αi
i∈A

X

It follows that
κ
¯ = H(ξ)
¯
= pr (D − KTe > W ) = P r(ξ ≤ ξ)
p̄ − cT


κ
i
¯ the expected profit for site i ∈ A can be
. If K
or equivalently, ξ¯ = H −1 p̄−c
> ξ,
αi
T
written as
E[Π

i

(KTe , Ki , K−i )]

Z

ξ̄

= p̄αi

Z
udH(u)+cT αi

0

If

Ki
αi

ξ̄

Ki
αi



Ki
udH(u)+cT Ki P r ξ >
−(κ+δ)Ki −γ
αi

¯ the expected profit for the site i ∈ A cab be written as
< ξ,

E[Π

i

(KTe , Ki , K−i )]

Z
= p̄αi
0

Ki
αi



Ki
udH(u) + p̄Ki P r ξ >
αi
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− (κ + δ)Ki − γ

Note that in either case, the marginal profit for the site i ∈ A is independent of Kj ,
¯ is not a function of renewable
j ∈ A{i} as the probability of outage (characterized by ξ)
Ki
capacity. Moreover, when αi < ξ¯
∂E[Πi (KTe ,Ki ,K−i )]
∂Ki


= p̄P r ξ >

Ki
αi



− (κ + δ)

> p̄Pr ξ > ξ¯ − (κ + δ)
κ
= p̄ 1 − p̄−c
− (κ + δ) by definition of ξ¯
T

p̄
− 1 (κ + δ)
by hypothesis 1 −
>
cT

κ+δ
cT

>

κ
p̄−cT

i
¯ The first order condition for this case (which
Hence, we concentrate on the case K
> ξ.
αi
is also sufficient in this case given Πi is strictly concave) characterizes the unique optimal
capacity Kie , i ∈ A as the solution to:




 e 
Ki
Ki
= cT 1 − H
=κ+δ
cT P r ξ >
αi
αi

so that Kie = αi H −1 1 −

κ+δ
cT

e

K =



. Finally we check that D > K e > D − KTe where

X

Kie

= α(A)H

−1

i∈A

This follows from the assumption H



D
α(A)




K e = α(A)H −1 1 −



κ+δ
1−
cT

>1−

κ+δ
cT



κ
p̄−cT

>

κ+δ
cT

> α(A)H −1
= α(A)ξ¯
= D − KTe

as


κ
p̄−cT





In our main result in this section, we identify sufficient conditions for a socially optimal
equilibrium capacity configuration.


D
N α1



κ
Proposition 2: Assume H
> 1 − κ+δ
> v−c
. There exists a unique equilibrium
cT
T
capacity configuration which equals the socially optimal configuration if p̄ = v.
αi
∗
∗
e
∗
∗
Proof: Let A = {1, . . . , n∗ } and Kie = α(n
∗ ) K , i ≤ n and Ki = 0, i > n where n
∗
and K are the socially optimal number of projects and aggregate renewable capacity. By
equation (3.3) in Proposition 1.a we have

∗

∗

K = α(n )H

−1
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κ+δ
1−
cT

Thus, by Lemma 2, the socially optimal capacity configuration is the unique constrained
equilibrium. Moreover, the expected profit for site n∗ can be written as (see the appendix
for derivation):
∗

e
E[Πn∗ (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] = αn∗ (vV1 + cT V2 ) = ∆vn > 0

it follows that
e
e
E[Πi (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] ≥ E[Πn∗ (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] > 0
∗ +1

for i ≤ n∗ . Also, ∆vn

< 0 implies

e
E[Πn∗+1 (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] = ∆vn

∗ +1

<0

e
e
and E[Πi (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] ≤ E[Πn∗+1 (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] < 0, for sites i > n∗ . 

Rationales for Underinvestment
Though the need for regulatory incentives seems to be a generally accepted fact as most
of the literature on regulatory designs for increased renewable energy, the previous results
suggest that under-investment in equilibrium is not possible in the context of our highly
stylized model. In this section, we discuss two potential features that when incorporated
in our model, can explain inefficiency of equilibrium investment. These may in turn serve
as rationales for regulatory intervention.
The efficiency of equilibrium investment in conventional capacity is critically dependent
upon the assumption that the prcie cap p̄ equals (per unit) consumer surplus v. If
p̄ < v then in equilibrium, there is under-investment in conventional capacity. Various
regulatory designs (e.g. capacity markets) for ensuring an appropriate probability of
outage (or resource adequacy) are used to guarantee an optimal level of investment in
conventional capacity when p̄ < v. However, overly conservative designs for resource
adequacy and/or legacy investments in conventional capacity with long lifecycles (and
amortized investment costs) which would not be retired from operation may induce
excessive capacity in conventional technology. As we show below this may preempt
optimal investment in renewables.
Excess Capacity in Conventional Technology
In this section we examine the situation in which the level of installed conventional
capacity, say KT , exceeds KT∗ and p̄ < v. Let ne the equilibrium number of projects
developed. We now show that in these conditions, there can not be over-investment in
renewable capacity, that is, ne ≤ n∗ . By contradiction, assume ne > n∗ . It follows that


D − KT∗
κ
D − KT
e
−1
<
=H
= ξ1
ξ ,
α(ne )
α(n∗ )
v + r − cT
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¯ shows that
A similar procedure to the one in the proof of Lemma 2 (using ξ e instead of ξ)
Ki∗
the ratio αi remains unchanged and the expected profit for the i − th project developed
is:
 ξe

Z
Zξ2
e
E[Πi (KT , Kie , K−i
)] = αi p̄ uh(u)du + cT uh(u)du − γ


0

ξe

Zξ1

Zξ2

< α i v

uh(u)du + cT
0

where ξ2 =

Ki∗
αi


= H −1 1 −

κ+δ
cT




∗
uh(u)du − γ = E[Πi (KT∗ , Ki∗ , K−i
)]

ξ1

. When ne > n∗ it holds that
∗ +1

e
E[Πne (KT , Kie , K−i
)] ≤ E[Πn

∗
(KT∗ , Ki∗ , K−i
)] < 0

A contradiction to ne being the equilibrium number of projects developed. The possibility
of ne = n∗ hinges upon the likelihood of high spot prices which occur with a probability
that is decreasing in the level of conventional capacity. Therefore with excessive levels
of conventional capacity and relatively low price caps, the marginal site n∗ becomes
unprofitable, a situation of under-investment.

Learning by Doing
A different rational for potential underinvestment in renewable technology is associated
with “learning by doing” effects. Suppose for instance that the fixed cost for developing
the n-th site when the first n − 1 sites have been developed is γ(n) and γ 0 (n) < 0.
Let n∗∗ be the first n for which:
∆vn
= αn (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γn ≥ 0
n+ 1
∆v
= αn+1 (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γn+1 < 0
Assume p̄ = v. Assumming a firm is able to develop at most one site, the conditions
characterizing the equilibrium number of sites cab be re-written as:
e

e
E[Πn (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)]
= αne (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γ1 ≥ 0
e
n +1
∗
e
e
E[Π
(KT , Ki , K−i )] = αne +1 (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γ1 < 0

from which it follows that ne ≤ n∗∗ . In equilibrium, the economies of scale associated
with “learning by doing” are not fully internalized by developers and this leads to underinvestment in renewable technology. Note that a monopoly in renewable technology (that
is, a single firm with the right to potentially develop all sites) could fully exploit the
economies associated with “learning by doing".
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Regulatory Incentives
In what follows, we analyze regulatory interventions aimed at incentivizing optimal
investment assuming that without regulatory intervention under-investment in renewables
is bound to occur.

Feed-in Tariff (FIT)
Though there are many variations to feed-in tariff designs, we focus first on its simplest
implementation, namely, a scheme in which all renewable output from a developed site is
remunerated according to a single pre-specified rate p ≤ v. The expected profit for the
i−th site is:
E[Πi (Ki ; p)] = pE[min{W̄i , Ki }] − (κ + δ)Ki − γ(n)
Thus, the first order condition is:
Ki
∂E[Πi (Ki ; p)]
= p(1 − H( )) − (κ + δ)
∂Ki
αi
Hence, the optimal capacity Ki∗ (p) at this site given a feed-in tariff p is:


κ+δ
∗
−1
Ki (p) = αi H
1−
p
By envelope theorem, optimal profits are monotone increasing in feed-in tariff:


R H −1 (1− κ+δ
)
∂E[Πi (Ki∗ (p);p)]
p
∂
= αi ∂p p 0
(1 − H(u))du
∂p



R H −1 (1− κ+δ
)
p
κ+δ
∂
−1
= αi p 0
(1 − H(u))du + (κ + δ) ∂p H
1− p
≥ 0
Let E[Πn (p)] , E[Πn (Ki∗ (p), n; p)]. For a fixed value of p ∈ (cT , v) the equilibrium
number of sites developed at optimal capacity, say ne , is defined by:
e

e +1

E[Πn (p)] ≥ 0 and E[Πn

(p)] < 0

(3.7)

Our next result is an impossibility result which points to the inadequacy of a single feed-in
tariff regime as a means to promoting socially optimal investment.
Proposition 3: There is no single feed-in tariff that incentivizes socially optimal
investment in renewable capacity.
Proof: Note p > cT implies
Ki∗ (p)

>

Ki∗

= αi H
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−1



κ+δ
1−
cT



In words, the i − th site is over-developed whenever p > cT . Only when p = cT we have
Ki∗ (p) = Ki∗ . However, by assumption, there is under-investment in renewable capacity
without regulatory intervention. In other words, the site n∗ can not be developed for a
profit when spot prices for electricity are either p̄ > cT or cT . This implies that the site
n∗ can not be developed for a profit when its output is priced at cT as it would be the case
with a feed-in tariff p = cT . 
A relatively high feed-in tariff induces too much investment in the most attractive sites
thus preempting investment in less attractive sites that are nonetheless developed in the
socially optimal capacity configuration. This result suggests a discriminatory two-part
feed-in tariff could be a more effective mechanism. Suppose the variable payment (per
unit of output) is set at the marginal cost of the conventional technology and the fixed
payment for the i-th site is such that investors in that site recoup costs. Here, the regulatory
incentive is such that in equilibrium the optimal capacity configuration is obtained (a
similar result is obtained in (4)). However, this scheme implies a heavy regulatory
burden as specific estimates per-site regarding cost and optimal capacity would have to be
determined by the regulator.

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS)
Under a renewable portfolio standard (RPS), for every unit invested in conventional
capacity there must be at least θ ∈ (0, 1) units of investment in renewable capacity.
Proposition 4: There does not exist an RPS standard that induces socially optimal
investment.
Proof: Assume that without the RPS the last site to be developed in the socially optimal
configuration is not profitable. We can conclude this project will not be developed
by investors specializing in renewable technology. For this project to be developed
by investors in conventional capacity (under RPS restriction), losses associated with
undertaking the development of such site must be offset by profits from conventional
capacity. However, conventional capacity only expects positive suprlus, when the
likelihood of outage (and high spot prices) exceeds that one under socially optimal
capacity configuration. Increasing the likelihood of high spot prices can only be obtained
with aggregate levels of conventional capacity that are below the socially optimal level.


Conclusions
Feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards are regulatory mechanisms used to foster
investment in renewable power generation technologies. Though their use is widespread
there are still important open questions regarding their efficacy. In this paper, we have
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developed a stylized model to analyze the need for incentives as well as the effectiveness
of feed-in tariffs and renewable portfolio standards. Our analysis shows that incentives for
increased investment in renewable technology may only be needed if there are significant
economies of scale in the form of “learning by doing”. Interestingly, under-investment
in renewable capacity may be further exacerbated by excess capacity in conventional
technology. This points to an inherent tension between regulatory designs for resource
adequacy (which mostly rely on conventional technologies) and optimal investment in
renewables.
We show that neither feed-in tariffs (FIT) nor renewable portfolio standards (RPS) are
capable of inducing the socially optimal level of investment in renewable capacity.
A single feed-in tariff fails to induce optimal investment as a relatively high tariff
implies that the most attractive sites are over-developed thus preempting investment in
less attractive yet socially valuable sites. An RPS that promotes increased investment
in renewable technology induces under-investment in the conventional technology. A
lower capacity margin in the conventional technology induces higher spot prices that
serve to recoup the losses associated with socially optimal investment levels in the
renewable technology. These insights suggest that regulatory interventions aimed at
increasing renewable capacity (either by FIT or RPS) may be ineffective. The qualitative
implications of market power (for example, via Cournot model of investment and
competition as in (8)) are subject of further work.
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Appendix
Derivation of expression for vn
In this Appendix find a simplified expression for ∆vn
∗

n,K ∗ (n),KT∗ (n)

∗

∆vn = v(E[W n,K (n) ] − E[W n−1,K (n−1) ]) + (v − cT )(E[QT
n−1,K ∗ (n−1),KT∗ (n−1)
−E[QT
]) − κ(KT∗ (n) − KT∗ (n − 1))
∗
∗
−(κ + δ)(K (n) − K (n − 1)) − γ

]

Note that
E[W

n,K ∗ (n)

Z

a

∗

∗

ug n,K (n) (u)du + K ∗ (n)(1 − lim
Gn,K (n) (a))
a↑K (n) 0
a↑K ∗ (n)


 ∗ 
Z K ∗ (n) 
u
K (n)
1
∗
uh
du + K (n) 1 − H
=
α(n) 0
α(n)
α(n)
Z ξ2
κ+δ ∗
=α(n)
uh(u)du +
(K (n))
cT
0

] = lim
∗

Thus:
E[W

n,K ∗ (n)

]−E[W

n−1,K ∗ (n−1)



κ+δ
] = αn (V1 +V2 )+
cT



(K ∗ (n)−K ∗ (n−1)) (A.1)

Also,
n,K ∗ (n),KT∗ (n)

E[QT

R ξ2
κ
] = KT∗ (n) v+r−c
+
(D − (α(n)) u) h(u)du
ξ1
T
κ+δ
∗
+(D − K (n)) cT

Thus
n,K ∗ (n),K ∗ (n)

n−1,K ∗ (n−1),K ∗ (n−1)

T
T
E[QT
] − E[QT
]


κ
=
(KT∗ (n) − KT∗ (n − 1))
v + r − cT


Z ξ2
κ+δ
(K ∗ (n − 1) − K ∗ (n))
− αn
uh(u)du +
c
T
ξ1




κ
κ+δ
∗
∗
=
(KT (n) − KT (n − 1)) − αn V2 +
(K ∗ (n − 1) − K ∗ (n))
v + r − cT
cT
(A.2)

Using (A.1) and (A.2) we obtain:
∆vn = αn (vV1 + cT V2 ) − γ
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Derivation of expression for π n
E[Π

i

e
(KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)]

Z

ξ¯e

Z
udH(u)+cT αn

= p̄αn
0

Notice that by definition ξ e = ξ 1 and
Ke
cT P r ξ > n
αn




e
Kn
αn

e
Kn
αn

ξ¯e

udH(u)+cT Kne P r

= ξ 2 . Also


 e 
Kn
= cT 1 − H
=κ+δ
αn

Thus
e
E[Πi (KT∗ , Kie , K−i
)] = αn (p̄V1 + cT V2 ) − γ
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Kne
ξ>
−Kne (κ+δ)−γ
αn
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Chapter 4
A second thought about the Colombian
wholesale power market
Joint work with Cadena, A.I., Benavides, J.M. and Castro, A.H.
We discuss the Colombian power market history, the architecture milestones after deregulation and the
consequences. We also undertake a diagnosis of its current status. Until today, the power market
arrangement has proven effective to deliver a reliable service; however, our review evidences flaws and
shortcomings along recent market events. The diagnosis suggests institutional tinkering by the regulator,
increased market power potential due to the hydro-dominated nature of the market and incompleteness
in the contract and capacity adequacy markets. This paper is aimed to give insights about the need of a
potential second wholesale power market reform in Colombia and the orientation that should be given to it.

Introduction
After 16 years of operation, the Colombian electricity market has supplied a reliable
service while improving the overall market efficiency. Nonetheless, the potential of
market power exercise due to the hydro-dominated nature of the market has increased,
the contract and capacity adequacy markets are very illiquid and incomplete, and seeking
to avoid electricity curtailments the regulator is keen at changing the rules very often.
In the early 1900’s the Colombian power industry was born as a consequence of the
dismal performance of publicly owned generation. The state had become a vertically
integrated monopoly in charge of power production, transmission and distribution. A
central body was in charge of maximizing net social welfare by optimally coordinating
power production resources in a hydro-dominated generation park. After some decades,
this scheme proved to have misleading incentives to reveal real power production costs
and to be inefficient from the economic perspective. Moreover, this institutional setting
lacked instruments to afford the capacity expansion required by the system itself. By the
late 1980’s, this symptom got spread worldwide.
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The situation was further exacerbated in Colombia when the centralized coordination
of resources proved to fail after two major national black-outs: The first in 1983 and
the second in 1992-1993, both due to intense and prolonged ENSO1 events which fully
depleted national water reservoirs. The state owned monopoly was urging a reform.
Colombia followed the power industry deregulating trend leaded in 1991 by England and
Wales, Norway and Chile (7). After The National Public Utility Law in 1994, deregulation
in the power sector opened its path in Colombia2 : The vertically integrated scheme
got replaced by competitive environments in power production and retailing activities;
while power transmission and distribution remained regulated as natural monopolies
(network economies). As a matter of fact, in its beginning, Colombia adopted and further
customized the British experience to the local necessities.
Other institutional modifications took place. The state owned enterprise in charge of
coordinating power production resources adopted private capital after the reform and
became the Colombian System Operator (SO). Anti-trust and regulatory agencies were
also created, all of them directed by a Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) and driven
by a National Energy and Mining Planning Unit (UPME). Nowadays, the Colombian
power market is dynamic and mature within the South-American framework.
In 2004, an independent assessment of the Colombiat’s scheme concluded that in spite of
the internal difficulties, it had been effective regarding its price, reliability and quality
outcomes (7). However, there were major problems legitimizing the whole system,
implementing a sustainable (and fair) price system, and improving the wholesale market
framework as well as giving free rein to developing the retail competition market.
Moreover, it was highlighted the necessity of a subsequent assessment to conclude about
the suitability of deregulation.
This paper updates the prior assessment as well as the description of the Colombian
wholesale power market currently in force. We re-build and re-assess the history of events
along the past and recent history of the liberalized scheme. This paper is also aimed to
give insights about the necessity of a second reform to the wholesale power market in
Colombia and the orientation that should be given to it. Apparently, the customization
of international experiences (and suggestions) to the Colombian supply idiosyncrasies
has not been rigorously made which has yielded patches to be covered. It boosts up the
necessity of a deep tuning to design institutions and schemes suited to the local conditions
and end up with market inefficiencies.
With those goals in mind, the following section summarizes the features of the Colombian
wholesale power market. Special attention is given to the identification of milestones
throughout its history and to market concentration estimations due to the hydro-dominated
1

ENSO is the acronym for El Niño-Southern Oscillation. It is a coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon
of global scale and inter-annual time scales. In Colombia, it is perceived as an abnormally dry season
induced by positive anomalies in the sea surface temperature over the eastern Pacific Ocean. The opposite
event is La Niña which considerably increases the water inflow within the national territory.
2
For a closer look about the power industry deregulation process in South American countries, see (2),
(6) and (11).
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feature of the power generation park. Then, incentives and consequences yielding after
most significant architectural changes in the Colombian power industry were identified
and further assessed. Afterwards, it is described the way the ENSO 09-10 was endured
by the power industry. A final discussion regarding argumentative findings along the
document is presented in final section, where it is also discussed the pertinence of a second
power market reform.

The Colombian power market in a nutshell
Colombia has evolved as a hydro-dominated power market. Nowadays it counts with
13.5 GW of installed capacity for electricity production (67% hydro, 33% thermal). This
capacity affords a peak-load of 9.3 GW. The hydroelectric production share oscillates
between 90% and 45% of the system load according to the hydrological season.
The aggregated water regulation capacity of the hydroelectric park is about 2.5 months
which equates (approximately) the duration of a typical dry season in Colombia3 .
Abnormal ENSO events, prolong either its duration or its intensity.
Today, the system load is 55 TWh/yr (156 GWh/day) and increases at an annual rate
around 3.5%. The residential load share is 43%, followed by the industrial (34%) and
commercial (15%) loads. The daily load profile is spiky around the nineteen hours, the
on-peak hour.
The most active market is the bilateral contract market. In 2009, 3,713 USMD were traded
through these instruments; 1,393 USMD in the spot market and 902 USMD in the Firm
Energy Market (FEM4 ). In the ancillary services market, 302 USMD were traded in the
same year.
The spot market is a pool-type day-ahead market. Power producers bid a single price for
the entire day-ahead and twenty-four power capacity availabilities to serve the load of the
following day. Before May 2009, the spot price obeyed to the conventional economic
order of merit dispatch, i.e. an “ideal” dispatch without transmission constraints.
Afterwards, as it will be clear later, the spot price is found once thermal ramp costs are
minimized on a daily basis and the resulting optimal resources are ordered by economic
merit to clear the uniform price auction.
The difference between the ideal dispatch and the electricity committed through bilateral
contracts is settled at the spot price; whereas positive deviations from the ideal dispatch
(i.e. security power generation out of merit) is remunerated as ancillary service at a
reconciliation price. Negative deviations are correspondingly penalized.
3

The hydrological pattern in Colombia is bimodal and organized by quarters. Dry seasons usually last
from December to February and from June to August; whereas wet seasons last from March to May and
from September to November.
4
It is a capacity adequacy mechanism recently updated in Colombia. Further details can be found in
Table 2.1.
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The bilateral contract market consists of tailor-made and highly customized long term
OTC5 transactions of big blocks of electricity. Transactions are set between producers
among themselves and/or between producers and intermediaries (i.e. power retailers)
representing final consumers. This wide spectrum of electricity contracts can be
summarized in two basic schemes: take-or-pay contracts i.e. commitment to pay for
the minimum quantity contracted where load deficits are bought at the spot market; or
pay-as-demand contracts i.e. load following contracts.
These commercial agreements have been functioning since liberalization with no major
financial innovations to the trading scheme. Some attempts to standardize and further
increase contracts’ liquidity6 have failed so far. Moreover, there are no policies bounding
the electricity sold by a power producer under any of these trading schemes.
In parallel, there is a capacity adequacy mechanism (firm energy market, FEM). It added
a new risk hedging instrument -the Firm Energy (FEO) call-option- to power producers.
Holding FEOs obligates power producers to sell its commitment at the scarcity (strike)
price whenever the spot price overpasses it. In exchange, the option holder receives a riskpremium which is annually updated. The new option adds a bend to power producers’
hedging profile duo to this call option inclusion. After all, it is an instrument with brokenlinear payment profile which contrasts with the former classical linear one due to the
typical forward contract counteracting the spot price risk.
Finally, there is a smaller ancillary services market remunerating AGC, security power
generation, among other services. We give no details about it since we it is considered to
be out of the scope of this paper.

Milestones in the history of the Colombian wholesale power market
The following paragraphs summarize the key architectural milestones along the history of
the Colombian wholesale power market until structuring it as it is currently in force. The
major interventions are graphically identified in Figure 4.1. Daily money figures (spot
price, scarcity price) are given in constant units from September 20107 . The positive
anomalies for the Multivariate ENSO Index, MEI (shaded areas)8 , are also displayed.
The state owned vertically integrated industry (Before July 1995): A centralized state
owned enterprise minimized variable costs of production declared by power producers.
5

OTC is the acronym for Over The Counter.
Recently, the Power Exchange XM got associated with the Colombian Stock Market BVC to create
a centralized chamber -clearing house. It launched an initial basic future contract to give solution to the
bilateral contract market liquidity issue and planning launch some new financial instruments. Prior schemes
like an electronic trading interface and an organized contractual system failed in their implementation.
7
Time series for spot and scarcity prices are taken from NEON database, from XM. Figures of the
MEI time series are acknowledged to NOAA/ESRL/Physical Science division - University of Colorado at
Boulder/CIRES/CDC.
8
The MEI gives insights about the intensity and duration of ENSO events along the recent history of the
hydro-dominated Colombian market.
6
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State The first reform:
owned Liberalizing industry
vertically
integrated
i d t
industry
Completing the market:

First change: Spot and
ancillary services markets

Second change:
Capacity
adequacy market

Third change:
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dispatch
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Capacity adequacy
1
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0

Figure 4.1: Architectural milestones along the history of the Colombian wholesale power
market. Daily spot price, scarcity price and positive MEI anomalies.
See (7) for further details.
After decades of operation, the model disclosed biased incentives to reveal real power
generation costs, as well as inefficiencies to raise capital necessary for capacity adequacy.
ENSO 1992-1993: Dry season moderate in intensity but excessively prolonged. The
centralized operation and planning failed after a major national black-out due to the
particularly prolonged ENSO event.
The first reform, liberalizing the industry (July 1995 - February 2001): The
economic inefficiencies of the centralized, state-owned setting opened the door to the
international deregulating trend driven by England and Wales, Norway and Chile. The
National Electric Law in 1994 turned the Colombian into a decentralized architecture.
Hence, the injection of private capital was favored. Power production, transmission
and distribution activities got unbundled; while power retailing was introduced as a new
activity. Moreover, competitive environments were set for power production and retailing,
whereas power transmission and distribution remained regulated as natural monopolies
(network economies).
Plenty of power producers entered into the market using Power Purchase Agreements
(PPA)9 as instruments. This scheme was favored seeking to adequate the installed
capacity to afford extreme dry events as the capacity headroom had been decreasing for a
long period of time.
The default state-owned power transmission enterprise ISA, became the SO in charge of
the continuous supply-demand balance. Delegation of this responsibility was motivated
9

Usually, a long-term contract between parties for the sale of power at predetermined prices.
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by its experienced and highly qualified “know-how”. However, this institutional shift was
subject to the adoption of private capital and the abandonment of ISA’s participation in
the power generation business.
Electricity and natural gas industries were (and still are) regulated by CREG10 . Anticompetitive behavior was supervised and further penalized from this point by SSPD11 , the
Public Utilities’ Superintendent Office. Both institutions are governed by the MME, and
driven by a unit in charge of the medium- and long-term energy planning unit, UPME12 .
These changes divided generation into three different sub-markets, namely:
(i) The spot market: where power producers make twenty-four price-quantity bids to
serve the load in the following day. A uniform price auction clears the spot price
where the supply curve, an economic order merit of resources, matches an inelastic
system load13 .
(ii) The bilateral contract market: where medium and long-term tailor-made bilateral
contracts offering spot price hedging opportunities for power producers and retailers are traded. It has been criticized for being a highly illiquid and unsophisticated
market.
(iii) Ancillary services market: This market settles complementary power market
services such as security power generation, automatic generation control (AGC),
among other services.
A capacity adequacy mechanism to complete the market (January 1997 - February
2001): Aware of the insufficiency of the submarkets previously listed to guarantee the
capacity adequacy of the system a mechanism seeking to stabilize producers’ income and
to guarantee the expansion required was introduced in January 1997.
(iv) The capacity charge: It was an administrated mechanism for capacity adequacy
remunerating installed capacity at a rate of 5.25 US$/kW-Month. The premium
allocation among power producers was computed by a centrally administrated
optimization model.
Even when the capacity market shook the power generation capacity installation process
in the following 5 years to its introduction, the mechanism got afterwards stagnated and
the capacity headroom started to decline. This stagnation was partly due to internal
conflicts during 1998 and 1999 which induced contractions to the economy and thus to
the electricity demand (3% and 9% in each year).
The event was followed by an economic recovery in the following years.
ENSO 1997-1998: Dry season considerably intense but short in duration. The event
10

CREG, Spanish acronym for Comisión de Regulación de Energía y Gas.
SSPD, Spanish acronym for Superintendencia de Servicios Públicos Domiciliarios.
12
UPME, Spanish acronym for Unidad de Planeación Minero Energética.
13
The economic dispatch was recently modified by an optimal dispatch which precedes the economic
dispatch. This will be further detailed in the following.
11
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constrained the hydroelectric supply and uplifted market prices congruently with the
hydro-dominated feature of the power generation park in a competitive environment.
The price spike announced the insufficiency of the capacity headroom and the vulnerability of the system to extreme dry events. Lessons learned after the ENSO 92-93
event reinforced the necessity of special measures to avoid electricity curtailments and
successfully overcome the situation: To regulate minimum reservoir levels as well as,
to define the national statute for electricity curtailments. The situation was satisfactorily
overcome without electricity curtailments.
First architectural change. Spot and ancillary services markets (February 2001 February 2003): It was deemed necessary by the regulator to control the exercise of
(unilateral) market power due to transmission constraints provoked by terrorist attacks.
Security power generation became predictable and profitable to some producers. It
increased the volatility of spot prices due to abnormal bidding patterns adopted by
producers seeking arbitrage opportunities between the spot market and the ancillary
service market.
The twenty-four price-quantity bid for the day-ahead was replaced by a single price-bid
for the entire day to reduce arbitrage opportunities: Producers would modulate their
capacity availability every hour in accordance with the unique price-bid. A second
measure modified the scheme remunerating the security power production out of the
economic order of merit.
Both measures were originally conceived as temporary; however, they got permanent.
Incorporating international trading agreements to the functioning architecture
(February 2003 - October 2006): The physical interconnection with Ecuador promoted
the development of international trading agreements namely, International Electricity
Transactions (IET). These transactions have proven to be effective relieving constrained
supply eventualities in both countries. Henceforth, an interconnection with CentralAmerica has been promoted in the medium-term.
By the end of 2005, XM, the Colombian power exchange, was launched. It was born as a
public utility in charge of the power system operation, and power market administration.
It adopted responsibilities of the prior SO and of a power exchange (PX). Even when it
constitutes an atypical model compared to international experiences, it was customized to
the local necessities and has proven to be effective.
The fact that XM was born as ISA’s subsidiary has opened questions regarding its
institutional independence: ISA participates with the 99.7% of XM’s property whereas the
state owns 51.4% of ISA. Since its introduction, the institutional independence guarantee
of the organism was built upon a strict code of good governance and by a directive board
mainly composed by independent members.
ENSO 2004-2005: The event was characterized for its low intensity which had no impact
on market prices.
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Second architectural change. Capacity adequacy market (October 2006 - May
2009): Despite the effectiveness of the capacity market in the following five years to its
introduction, the mechanism contended stagnation afterwards. The administrated nature
of the mechanism was strongly criticized by producers and CREG proposed a new market
based mechanism (CramtonStoft07).
(iv’) The reliability charge: It is also known as the Firm Energy Market (FEM). It
remunerates Firm Energy Obligations (FEO)14 auctioned to power producers as
required by the system itself in a medium-term planning horizon (i.e. 5 years).
It favors income stabilization to power producers and henceforth the capacity
installation process to overcome extremely dry seasons. The mechanism works
as a call-option. Producers holding the option receive a risk premium in exchange
of their commitment to deliver their correspondent FEO during scarcity periods (i.e.
when the spot exceeds the scarcity price)15 , at the scarcity price.
The mechanism was designed to be backed by 4 security rings progressively activated as
required: a firm energy secondary market, a demand response program, the dispatch of
last resource generation resources, and finally, FEOs reconfiguration auctions.
The FEO allocation process is conducted as follows. The FEO allocation rule for existent
plants and those new to be commissioned in less than 3 years (i.e. regular thermal plants
and small hydro projects), follows a descendent clock auction. For projects taking more
than 3 years to be commissioned instead (i.e. big hydroelectric projects), the FEOs
allocation is made through a first-price sealed-bid auction. The clearing price of either
auction determines the risk premium to be received by producers committed with FEOs.16
In May 2008, the first descendent clock auction allocated 351 MW thermal and 78 MW
hydro at 13.998 US$/MWh.17 The sealed bid auction held the same day allocated 2,991
MW to big hydroelectric projects, at the same price. This outcome will strengthen the
hydro-dominated feature of the market in terms of the installed capacity.
Summarizing, the architectural change modified producers’ hedging profiles after the
introduction of the non-linear payment profile of FEO’s call-option and induced oversold
14

FEO, Spanish acronym for Firm Energy Obligation. It is defined as a commitment power producers
acquire and back with a physical power generation resource capable of producing firm energy during one
year long scarcity periods.
15
The scarcity price is indexed to the spot price of the fuel powering the plant on the supply fringe
during scarcity periods. It corresponds to an open cycle natural gas plant customized to store fuel oil and
alternatively produce electricity with it.
16
The new market mechanism induced competition for the FEO allocation among both private- and stateowned projects. It has incentivized improvements in public utilities administration; although, it has also
been argued the state may have undermined the outcome of the descendent clock auction taking advantage
of its position. In the first FEO auction 3 state-owned projects competed against 7 private-owned projects.
17
The 13.998 US$/MWh value exceeds the 13.045 US$/MWh entrance cost estimated by the regulator.
This entrance cost is associated to the cost of customizing the open-cycle natural gas thermal plant on
the supply fringe, to store and generate electricity with an alternative liquid fuel. However, the clearing
price exceeds by 0.9 the 5.25 US$/kW-Month previously paid to power producers with the capacity charge.
Hence, the 6.15 US$/kW-Month is approximately equal to the auction clearing price.
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positions in bilateral contracts.18
In January 2009, CREG restricted the market information availability and lacked the
access to it for three months arguing increased market power potential.
Third architectural change. From economic to optimal dispatch (May 2009 - today):
CREG claimed the responsibility to bear the risk due to thermal plants’ ramp (-up/-down)
costs at the daily spot market auction. Thermal producers will no longer bear dispatch
risk which will be centrally managed resembling a unit commitment problem.
The conventional order of merit curve was replaced by an optimization algorithm. The
new proposal minimizes the total system costs -on a daily basis- to satisfy an electricity
demand including ramp costs which are declared in advance by thermal producers. Once
done, an economic order merit curve dispatch is used to sort these optimal resources.
The penalization of anticompetitive practices was reassigned to the Industry and Commerce Superintendent’s Office (SIC)19 arguing it was no longer the competence of the
SSPD. This shift evidenced lack of "know-how" and specialized personnel to deal with
the issues of a dynamic and complex industry as the power sector.
By September 2009, a contraction in the natural gas transportation network leading
into the country was faced by thermal producers powered by this energy carrier. The
MME declared a national natural gas curtailment and reallocated supply priorities. This
declaration further exacerbated the scarcity of resources to supply due to the severity of
the ENSO 09-10 in progress.
ENSO 2009 - 2010: Dry season with low intensity and moderated duration. Market prices
did not react to the scarcity of supply for electricity generation (both hydroelectricity
and natural gas). Numerous interventions to the power generation competitive market
were introduced by CREG and the MME. All of them aimed to relieve the natural gas
transportation constraint, to raise depleted water reservoir levels and to mend the market
signal trajectory. The most significant were: CREG temporarily suspended the market
information availability constraint, the MME obligated in the optimal dispatch half of
the daily electricity demand from thermal power generation assets (natural gas/coal), and
finally, CREG penalized hydraulic price-bids given market prices were not reflecting the
scarcity of resources to supply the electricity demand.
The hydrologic scenario was the opportunity to properly test the brand new FEM.
Nevertheless, presidential elections were close and a "heavy-handed" regulator hampered
this assessment.
18

This statement is based on the evolution of the historic time series of the share of electricity demand
served through bilateral contracts as it is shown in the lower graph in Figure 4.4.
19
SIC, Spanish acronym for Superintendencia de Industria y Comercio.
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Figure 4.2: Historic evolution of the HHI in Colombia. Continuous line: HHI estimated
as the monthly aggregated power generation share. Dotted line: HHI estimated as the
annual installed capacity share.

The market concentration and its hydro-dominated feature
Today, there are 43 power producers actively participating in the market, as well as 32
distributors, 72 retailers, and 9 enterprises dedicated to the transmission of electricity.
Both public and private ownership can be found in all the activities except for power
retailing, privately owned so far.
The intensity of capital investments in power generation, jointly with a hydro-dominated
production stock have given place to an oligopolistic market structure. Today, 6 out of the
43 power generators actively participating in the market hold 60% of the national installed
capacity and may supply about 90% of the electricity load.
Recent estimations of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index20 calculated as the market share
of the (monthly) aggregated power generation, show the HHI in Colombia takes
values between 1,500 and 1,600 (continuous line in Figure 4.221 ). As displayed, this
index oscillates between 1,200 during extreme dry hydrological seasons and 1,800
during abnormal wet seasons. This evidences the hydro-dominated condition of power
generation and the increased market power potential whenever there is excess of
hydroelectricity supply (Bushnell, 2003). It is also evidence of a moderately concentrated
market according to the U.S. Department of Justice.22
In (8) the HHI is calculated as the market share of annually aggregated power generation
in European markets which contrast with the Colombian counterpart. The HHI values
observed in Colombia are near to the 1,400 level which is in the upper range of a
moderately concentrated market and are comparable to those observed in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, and those of Portugal and Spain. Contrarily, the cases in the
Scandinavian and United Kingdom markets are described as un-concentrated.
20

It is a widely accepted indicator of market concentration taking into account the relative size (either
installed capacity or production) and distribution of companies in a market.
21
The time grid coincides with major architectural changes identified in Figure 4.1.
22
http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/testimony/hhi.htm
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Estimating the HHI as the annual installed capacity share of the Colombian power market
(see dotted line in Figure 4.2), it can also be argued after the market deregulation in
1995, the industry achieved un-concentrated market indexes (HHI = 1,181 in 2007). This
situation suddenly changed in 2008 (HHI = 1,322) due to a cross-border merge.
The results illustrated in Figure 4.2 do not include the impact of transversal merges
through business complementary to the electricity production activity e.g. natural gas or
coal extraction and transportation. This would have a direct impact to the competitiveness
of the industry not estimated yet.

Incentives and consequences after major architectural
changes
In the following, we identify and explain the incentives and consequences yielding after
most significant architectural changes in the Colombian power market history. Figure
4.323 displays the evolution of hourly spot prices in constant units from September 2010
(above); the logarithm of its returns (middle) and the annualized monthly volatility of
daily (dashed line) and on-peak (continuous line) spot prices in a 30-day mobile window
(below). The volatility of on-peak prices exceeds by approximately eleven times that of
daily spot prices. Moreover, compared to the estimations made in (5), the annualized spot
price volatility in Colombia is comparable, at least in magnitude, to that estimated for the
PJM power market.
This seems to suggest that the first market reform induced “noise-trading” among
producers who followed an extended competitive learning process due to the ENSO 9798. Afterwards this process stabilized. By the year 2000, violent attacks against the
transmission network induced a second alteration to the spot price volatility. However,
this situation was positively overcome after regulatory interventions.
Finally, with the introduction of the FEM in 2008, a second “noise-trading” was
experienced. The crude oil crisis accentuated the situation jointly with regulatory
interventions constraining market information availability. The superposition of effects
blurs the overall picture as it will be described in the following.

First architectural change
It took place in February 2001 and was aimed to control the exercise of (unilateral) market
power potentiated by violent attempts to the transmission network conducted by illegally
armed groups: The security power generation had become predictable and profitable
to some producers. It opened arbitrage opportunities to producers who could suddenly
modify their price-bidding pattern avoiding the spot market to be better remunerated in
23

The time grid coincides with major architectural changes identified in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Hourly spot prices (above), the logarithm of its returns (middle), and its
annualized monthly volatility (bellow).
the ancillary service market. That is, as security power generation. It resulted in abnormal
increments in spot prices volatilities between 1998 and 2003, as it is displayed in the lower
graph in Figure 4.3.
The twenty-four price-quantity bid for the day-ahead market was replaced by a unique
price-bid to reduce arbitrage opportunities -producers would modulate their capacity
availability every hour according to this price. The arbitrage opportunity was then
closed and the entire situation was satisfactorily solved once the remunerating scheme for
security power generation in force at the moment was further modified. The annualized
monthly spot price volatility got reduced with the intervention: a 30% reduction for daily
spot price and a 40% for the on-peak spot price.
Both measures were originally conceived as temporary; however, they have not been
rendered today. Today, there is no clear justification for this measure to remain active.
The intervention could be rendered if there were tools and credible institutions to strongly
penalize such anticompetitive practices.

Second architectural change
The capacity charge was an administrated mechanism designed to incentivize the capacity
adequacy and then complement the power market architecture. It worked properly in the
following 5 years to its introduction; afterwards, the contracted the electricity demand
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due to internal conflicts in 1999, and the general reluctance of the industry to the
administrated nature24 of the mechanism deterred the capacity installation progress (see
Figure 4.4). CREG decided to replace this mechanism by the already described FEM.
It was progressively introduced and became fully active once the first FEOs auction was
held in May 2008.
By giving up the 13.998 US$/MWh risk premium, the capacity installation process
was set in motion: 3.4 GW are expected to be commissioned between 2008 and 2017.
This premium increased the unit costs for capacity adequacy of the system in about
4 COP$/kWh (see upper graph in Figure 4.4); that represents a net increment of 115
USMD/month to the income of power producers.
The auction allocated 91% of the capacity to be commissioned to hydroelectric projects.
This outcome was favored by the seeming neutral policy regarding the technological
preferences of the regulatory framework currently in force. Hence, the hydro-dominated
nature of the park will be reinforced which in turn will exacerbate the market power
potential.
Interestingly, FEOs from hydroelectric plants are backed up by the net gains in water
regulation capacity25 of the system. Today, Colombia may regulate its hydroelectricity
production for 2.5 months. However, calculations using stochastic optimization models
for long-term planning in Colombia suggest this value will increase up to 2.8 months
in 202026 . These, assuming no delays in the installation schedule as well as businessas-usual demand scenarios. These scenarios include the already existent international
interconnections with Ecuador and those forthcoming in 2014 with Panama and CentralAmerica.
The prior arguments suggest the current installed capacity technological share, 67% hydro
- 33% thermal, will become 72% - 28% in 2017 with a net increment of 12% in the water
regulation capacity of the overall system. Hence, the source of reliability backing FEOs
in the future is unclear. It is not clear either if that increment in unitary costs for capacity
adequacy, afforded by Colombian consumers, will adequate power generation capacity to
facilitate international interconnections.
The introduction of the scarcity (strike) price imposed an upper cap to the income
of power producers; it altered their hedging strategies. While the former architecture
overlapped bilateral contracts with linear payment profiles to the spot market risk; the
new FEO call-option brought a discontinuous linear payment profile which bended the
utility function of power producers (12). The new risk hedging requirements induced a
24

As it is explained by Oren (9), capacity payments to generators were based on simulation results of
hydro scarcity and forecasted need for dispatch of thermal plants under such scarcity conditions. Generators
out of the simulated “dispatch” were not entitled to capacity payments although they may still be dispatched
in reality, whereas generators receiving the capacity payment could be unavailable.
25
By water regulation capacity it is meant the time required to deplete the national aggregated water
reservoir filled up to the spillover level when the (national aggregated) turbine is operated at its maximum
output capacity.
26
Figures estimated using stochastic optimization model outputs computed by the regulator.
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Figure 4.4: Replacing the capacity charge by the reliability charge. Impacts after the first
FEO auction in May 2008.
generalized increment in the electricity load served through bilateral contracts (see lower
graph in Figure 4.4). Before the mechanism 102% of the system load was served through
these instruments; afterwards, this value increased up to 112%.
The scarcity price is indexed to the spot price of the fuel powering the plant on the supply
fringe during dry hydrological conditions; hence, the oil price crisis along 2008 is worth of
mention. When the first FEO auction was held in May 2008, WTI prices were around 120
US$/Bbl and increasing -WTI prices reached 140 US$/Bbl in June 2008. This coincided
with an increment of about 90% in both daily and on-peak spot price volatilities (See
Figure 4.3). In January 2009, CREG argued anti-competitive behavior and decided to
constrain and further delay the market information availability; however, the abnormal
volatility could have also been due to "noise-trading" after the introduction of the strike
price, to the oil price crisis, or even to overlapped effects.
Apparently, CREG accomplished its goal: The volatility of spot prices got reduced in
about 45% and returned to their original levels in January 2009 (see Figure 4.3). Although
the intervention delaying the market information availability coincides with WTI prices
around 40 US$/Bbl; not to mention its further trend to stabilization at 70 US$/Bbl. This
situation smidges the effectiveness of the measure adopted.
Though the FEM was highlighted as a regulatory success achieved by the regulator, it
has been criticized after the ENSO 09-10 event and CREG’s credibility is under public
scrutiny. On one hand, fuel contracts and the reliability of supply backing thermal
FEOs failed and undermined the firm energy concept on which the mechanism relies.
Furthermore, security rings supporting FEOs were not fully active and were apparently
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insufficient along the ENSO event: An effective demand-response program has become a
priority afterwards. On the other hand, an ex-post assessment suggests CREG incurred in
significant institutional credibility costs after deterring the full FEM operation during the
last ENSO event as it will be explained later in this paper.

Third architectural change
In May 2009, CREG claimed the responsibility to bear thermal ramp costs risk at the
daily spot market. It was decided to replace the conventional economic dispatch by a
daily unit commitment algorithm. The new proposal minimizes the total system costs on
a daily basis including ramp costs declared in advance by thermal producers, subject to
a demand constraint. Once done, the conventional economic dispatch sorts these optimal
resources.
The literature is ambiguous deciding whether the economic dispatch outperforms unit
commitment, or vice versa. The suitability of either approach is linked to the centralized/decentralized architectural extend of the market. Further conclusions might be
stated quantifying social welfare gains/losses after the intervention; however, information
available is not statistically significant so far. Even when the measure entered in force
in May 2009, the ENSO 09-10 created a non-homogeneous regulatory time interval from
September 2009 to April 2010.
It is still premature to state any conclusion in this regarding. Preliminary analyses
suggest it is not possible to discern significant changes in the bidding pattern of thermal
technologies. Changes in daily or on-peak spot prices are not discernable either.

The ENSO 2009 - 2010
The changes due to the second architectural change settled down after the first FEO
auction. Afterwards, the opportunity to properly test the strength of the new mechanism
was expected. Here, it is described the way the ENSO 09-10 was endured by the overall
industry. As shown in the evolution of the aggregated reservoir level sketched in Figure
4.5, the hydrologic scenario evolved close to the average inflows, coincidentally, until
the third architectural change took place in May 2009. From this point, the sustained
reduction of water inflows due to the ENSO 09-10 hampered the replenishment of water
reservoirs afterwards. Spot prices hiked reflecting the opportunity costs of hydroelectric
resources as they got replaced by more expensive resources i.e. natural gas.
In September 2009, natural gas-fired plants located in the Pacific zone of the country
faced supply constrains due to a contraction in the capacity of the transportation network
leading the energy carrier into the country.27 It motivated MME to declare a national
27

In Colombia, most of the thermal generation resources fired by natural gas are located on the Caribbean
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curtailment and thus, the reallocation of supply priorities favoring the power generation
over the industry demands for the energy carrier (see point A in Figure 4.5). The general
perception of scarcity of supply got further exacerbated and ringed the price risk bells of
producers with oversold positions in electricity contracts.
Hereafter, spot prices did not reflect the undergoing supply conditions for electricity
production. Producers argue it was due to intrusive and frequent regulatory interventions
along the ENSO event.28 The regulator disagrees; it is its contention that market power
was exercised; the reader must be aware that presidential elections were close, and this
ignited regulatort’s risk aversion.
After the natural gas curtailment declaration, hydroelectricity production continued to
be high despite the anomalous dry season in course; there were contractual obligations
to be met. Two unanticipated regulatory interventions were introduced to slow down
the reservoir depleting conduct and simultaneously relieve the natural gas transportation
constraint (see point B in Figure 4.5): On one hand, considering the market information
availability constraint had favored the overestimation of hydroelectric resources, CREG
temporarily suspended it. On the other hand, market quantities were affected by MME
(13). The aggregated supply curve was horizontally shifted by including in the optimal
dispatch half of the daily demand using thermal resources i.e. coal powered resources and
natural gas plants from the Caribbean zone with no supply constraints.
Prior to the interventions, hourly spot prices were approaching the scarcity price
and the opportunity to exercise those new FEOs was imminent.29 Increments in
profits experienced by power producers would be justified once the gains in water
regulation capacity and the fuel supply contracts backing FEOs were properly tested.
CREG and MME took part and revealed their reluctance to give free rein to the new
capacity adequacy mechanism. This opportunity apparently vanished on the way due
to presidential pre-electoral winds and the strong aversion to a national electricity
curtailment. Perhaps it was due to poorly reactive and/or still disabled FEM’s security
rings.30
The aforementioned regulatory policies yielded an artificially contracted and highly
competed demand among hydroelectricity producers since most of the thermal resources
had been forced to be dispatched. Producers with oversold positions in the contract market
had incentives to set low spot prices which contrasted with the scarcity of supply (see
point C in Figure 4.531 ). Furthermore, it was not foresight by MME that by affecting the
coast. Usually, these assets are located nearby extraction wells to avoid transportation fees. A pipeline
network transports the fuel within the national territory, particularly to the Pacific coast where the remaining
plants fired with natural gas are located.
28
More than 40 regulatory interventions CREG and MME were registered along the scarcity period. We
describe the most outstanding; however, all of them had an impact on the market behavior.
29
Figure 4.5 displays the weekly moving average spot price to avoid unnecessary noise. Hence, points
where the spot price approaches the scarcity price cannot be directly observed in the graph.
30
Some of the security rings backing the FEM mechanism were not fully active along the ENSO 09-10.
Resolution CREG 063-2010, aimed to activate a voluntary response program evidences it.
31
The dotted grid line on the horizontal axis identifies the third architectural change.
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Figure 4.5: Zoom-in to the Colombian power market history. Above: Power production
share by technology. Below: Aggregated reservoir level progress. Both are compared to
the (weekly moving average) spot price and the scarcity price.
market quantities there would be non-competitive dispatches and with it, unjustified profit
transferences among power production technologies. It resulted in a deep technological
division within the industry.
Low prices motivated a mend to the spot price trajectory and it was decided by MME
to overlap a price intervention to the previous. It penalized price-bids from hydraulic
producers setting them in-between the scarcity price and the VOLL. The penalized price
bid would be proportional to the proximity of the reservoir level to the FEO level.
Multiple and diverse regulatory interventions followed those previously mentioned. All
of them sought to fix the unintended consequences of previous regulatory interventions.
Even when the market price temporarily corrected its path once CREG and MME took
part, the stabilization of the market signal was not reached until the entire hydrologic
scenario reestablished itself in April 2010. Hence, it might be thought those temporary
regulatory interventions guiding the progress of the market along the abnormal condition
were not necessary.
Taking a look at the whole pattern observed along the last dry season, it might be thought
the credibility costs incurred by regulatory institutions after imposing unanticipated and
numerous interventions might even surpass the expenses due to an eventual electricity
curtailment in their absence. Summarizing, the competitive deregulated setting adopted
a resembling centralized and administrated feature for a short period of time which
impacted the reliability of power producers in the institutional setting currently in force.
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The prior diagnosis suggest deviations from institutional responsibilities: a “heavyhanded” over-reactive regulator assumed as anti-trust agency, and an anti-trust agency
lacking instruments to penalize anti-competitive behavior. This situation has made the
regulator to go on a tangent trajectory to the promotion of competition and thus disregard
more relevant issues. As it is currently foresight, the new technological wave will hits
the foundations of electricity markets once smart grids technologies take over the market
environments. Initiatives such as demand participation programs and new distributed
generation technologies are not currently forbidden but not stimulated either by the
regulator.

Final discussion
The 1994 power industry reform, to which its imperfect but “workable” market architecture belongs, has achieved different goals after all: (i) to relieve the pressure over public
finances as utilities are no longer part of the national budget; (ii) to increase the quality
and geographic domain of the electric supply, (iii) to price (in general) the commodity in
accordance with the market fundamentals, (iv) and at reasonable relative (regional scale)
levels; and finally (v) to accomplish a positive industry transformation.
Today, the Colombian reform has proven to be a positive endeavor. After 16 years
of operation, it has supplied a reliable service improving the overall market efficiency.
Despite its success, the most recent ENSO event has evidenced market flaws in both,
the bilateral contract and the capacity adequacy markets. An increased market power
potential has also been evidenced as well as biased behavior from regulatory and antitrust agencies.
On one hand, the bilateral contract market requires an effective update. Part of the
solution to this problem will be subject to the introduction of liquid and standardized
instruments to be traded which must be congruently designed with the price-quantity
hedging requirements after the introduction of the FEO call-option. Moreover, bounds
to the load served through these instruments must be set in place in order to constraint the
exercise of unilateral market power.
Regarding the FEM, it would be desirable to replace the seemingly technology-neutral
policy currently driving the market, by a technology share target policy. It would
guide the installed capacity technology share to a diversified portfolio able to bear
hydrologic risk while fostering alternative power generation resources. Furthermore,
market concentration indexes must be closely followed given that the hydro-dominated
condition of the market tends to worsen after the last FEOs allocation. It would further
exacerbate the market power potential endangering the overall market efficiency.
The Colombian was born by following the guidelines of the pre-reformed British power
market model and has evolved adopting and further customizing different international
experiences. Today, it provides a reliable service; however, the customization of
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international experiences to the local necessities has not been rigorously made which has
yielded patches to be covered. One of these patches is the lack of institutional robustness
and credibility in the model developed. On one hand, it can be identified a "heavyhanded" over-reactive regulator assumed as a real-time operating anti-trust agency. On
the other, there is an anti-trust agency lacking instruments (which must be designed by
CREG), to properly and timely penalize anti-competitive practices. It raises the necessity
to strengthen up institutional credibility, re-build industry’s self-confidence, and promote
auto-regulatory behavior.

About the ENSO 2009 - 2010 and the ex-post regulatory balance
Along the ENSO 2009 - 2010 event CREG and MME issued around fifty regulatory
interventions for the Colombian wholesale electricity market. The tacit goal was to
combat anti-competitive behavior; whereas the explicit end of it was to avoid an electricity
curtailment at all cost.
These regulatory interventions modified the operation rules of the market as well as the
expectations from power generating firms associated to the market; interfered with the
potential activation of FEOs and derived in distrust regarding the stability of market rules
and the institutions defining them.
The preceding 16 years of operation disclose an electricity spot market in Colombia
which, despite its flaws and limitations, have disclosed a reasonable performance and
constitutes itself as a cornerstone of the whole industry. The lessons yield after the last
ENSO event can be summarized in the following:
• The institutional duty of the power market regulator is to watch for the stability
and predictability of market rules; as for the MME, to define and help to establish
policies aimed at ensuring the national supply.
• Both CREG and MME, must define previous prudential measures to avoid anticompetitive practices. They must also avoid over-reactive behavior and the exercise
of responsibilities associated to the anti-trust agency under the suspect of market
power. These authorities should expand the roll of competition as well as market
and hedging instruments to allocate resources, shift risks and facilitate the market
information flow.
It is a challenge for producers to learn how to behave under a bid structure subject to
regulatory shakes and within a market architecture governed by complex rules; not to
mention the increasing risk exposition and thus the increasing necessity for adequate
hedging instruments (after introducing the FEM).
The authorities have introduced an institution namely the FEM, to coordinate investment
expectations and ensure the capacity adequacy of the overall system and must abide by its
rules to guarantee its stability and credibility.
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Regarding the ex-post balance of the interventions along the ENSO 2009 - 2010 event,
the following can be sated:
• The CREG intervention to restrict the market information does not seem to be
an efficient mechanism to constrain the spot price volatility. This intervention
introduces even more uncertainty in a hydro-dominated power supply system and
may derive in prices unrelated to the market fundamentals. More effective than the
market information constraint imposed could have been the drop in the international
crude oil prices.
• The inclusion of the ramp costs within the recently modified dispatch turns the
prior economic dispatch into a spot market supported upon a unit commitment
dispatch. It supposes a structural intervention -significant from the price formation
theoretic perspective- which, despite the not observable impacts in the spot price
so far, worries indistinctly the owners of both hydro and thermal power generation
assets.
After all, four major consequences due to the interventions along the ENSO event can
be underscored: (i) Low electricity prices to avoid the apparently imminent exercise of
FEOs; (ii) forced thermal power generation which further exacerbated the competition
among hydroelectricity producers in the residual market; (iii) overlapping quantity (forced
thermal generation) and price (penalized hydroelectric prices) yielding sub-markets which
did not reflect the fundamentals and allowing atypical profit transferences among different
technologies “competing” within the market. Finally (iv), the “heavy-handed” regulator
begot distrust among producers themselves and among producers and authorities.

Further ideas
Reliability in hydro-dominated power supply systems is exposed to hydrologic events
like ENSO. To reach a comfortable state given the hydro-dominated feature of the
generation park, it would be necessary to increment the water regulation capacity of the
system. However, the trade-off has to be balanced. While low spot prices are associated
to increased water regulation capacity; these increments would further exacerbate the
market power potential. It opens the question regarding the suitability of either an
integrated setting like in Brazil, or an unbundled market architecture like the Colombian.
Other solutions to successfully overcome these dry scenarios would depend either upon
the diversification of the power generation park throughout diversified local technology
production share targets or favoring international interconnections complementary to the
hydrological regime within the country.
From this perspective, the geographic position of Colombia favors its interconnection with
both Central and South-American markets. As an experienced and dynamic competitive
market within the regional environment, Colombia should become a regional hub for
electricity trading. The trading of other energy carriers and even carbon should also
be implemented. Moreover, and anticipating some difficulties associated to electricity
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transmission constrains, Brazil could be served with electricity from Colombia throughout
(physical) electricity swaps crossing the borders of the countries already physically
interconnected e.g. Colombia - Ecuador - Peru - Brazil.
Finally, it might be stated that a profound reform to the Colombian power market
architecture in the short-term would be precocious and irresponsible. We rather
recommend mending the existent architecture and start to prepare it for a second
reform once the new technological wave hits its foundations as it is expected after the
harmonization of the smart grids technologies to the power market environments.
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